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“ I see always the steady, unremitting, downward drift of materials from above, flake upon flake, 
layer upon layer – a drift that has continued for hundreds of millions of years, that will go on as 
long as there are seas and continents. For the sediments are the materials of the most stupendous 

‘snowfall’ the earth has ever seen.” 
 
 
 

Rachel Carson, The Sea Around Us 
1951 
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Abstract.  
 
Understanding processes operating beneath glacial ice is imperative for holistic knowledge of 
glaciated regions and for accurately projecting future behavior of and sea-level contributions 
from the Antarctic Ice Sheet. Evolution of subglacial hydrologic networks is one such process 
where knowledge gaps persist, in large part because of the challenges in observing the subglacial 
environment and the subsequent paucity of empirical data spanning decadal to millennial 
temporal scales. Sediment cores from deglaciated continental shelves preserve evidence of 
subglacial drainage events into the ocean, providing a link between the marine geologic record 
and the subglacial hydrologic network through time. Yet, several analytical methods with the 
potential to reveal details of subglacial sedimentary processes and paleo-subglacial hydrological 
networks from meltwater plume deposits were heretofore unexplored. Five sediment cores from 
the calving margin of Thwaites Glacier, the most rapidly changing glacial system in West 
Antarctica today, are used to reconstruct a local meltwater drainage history through the Holocene 
(Chapter 2, Lepp et al., 2022). Trace elemental ratios for thick meltwater plume deposits reveal 
persistence, and transience, of subglacial drainage pathways over millennia, contextualizing 
modern observations. Core stratigraphy revealed by computed tomography scanning reflects 
distinctive styles of meltwater evacuation beneath eastern and western Thwaites and suggest that 
higher-magnitude drainage events have occurred in recent centuries compared to past millennia. 
Such events likely enhance ocean-driven melting, and imply existing models underestimate both 
ice-shelf melt rates and volume of freshwater input to the ocean in this rapidly changing region 
of the cryosphere. In Chapter 3, knowledge gaps around production of meltwater plume deposits 
and subglacial sedimentary processes are addressed by assessing grain shape and microtexture 
(Lepp et al., preprint). Silt-sized sediments from meltwater plume deposits and glacial 
diamictons from six relict and extant glacial systems in both hemispheres are quantified with 
metrics describing grain regularity and form, and the most significant grain-shape alteration 
between populations is observed in grains from systems with widespread melting of the ice 
surface. Grain surface textures provide comprehensive evidence that meltwater silts are produced 
widely through subglacial, rather than hydrological, transport. Grain micromorphology is thus a 
valuable addition to glaciomarine sediment analyses and can support experimental efforts to 
quantify sedimentary signatures of subglacial stress and deformation. Ice shelves are sensitive to 
subglacial drainage, but reconstructing plume activity through the Holocene is challenging. 
Isotopic evidence of subglacial meltwater discharge into the ocean is investigated using stable 
water isotopes from sediment porewater and the ratio of meteoric to lithogenic beryllium in 
sediments in Chapter 4 (Lepp et al., in prep.). Isotopic diffusion is unable to explain the observed 
downcore variation in porewater composition. The most depleted porewater, indicating a glacial 
source, are collected from ice-proximal, clay-rich diamictons, while elevated 10Be/9Be ratios are 
seen in meltwater plume deposits in ice-proximal and more distal settings. These results suggest 
that an isotopic approach could be appropriate towards quantifying fluxes sediment into the 
ocean and mixing of water masses beneath ice shelves. The findings herein advance our ability to 
link glaciomarine sediment records to subglacial processes, hydrology, and ice-marginal 
response to subglacial discharge. While this work focuses on late Pleistocene and Holocene-age 
records, the sedimentological and geochemical methods we employ can be used to examine drill 
core records from earlier glacial periods, moving towards a more holistic understanding of 
Antarctic subglacial hydrologic evolution and behavior that are necessary for improving accurate 
projections of mass loss from the Antarctic Ice Sheet.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

The Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) at present contains the approximate equivalent of 58 
meters of global sea level rise (SLR; Morlighem et al., 2020). Decades of satellite observations 
reveal that portions of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS), where glaciers flow across land that 
is largely below sea level and terminate in the ocean, have experienced sustained mass loss from 
grounded ice and floating ice shelves (Rignot et al., 2019). Interactions between relatively warm 
ocean masses on the continental shelf and the grounding zones of marine-terminating glaciers 
(Mankoff et al., 2012; Khazendar et al., 2016; Wåhlin et al., 2021) are the principal driver behind 
satellite-era glacial retreat (e.g., Holland et al., 2020 and references therein). Ice-sheet models 
projecting the future contribution of the AIS to global SLR indicate that as much as 3 m could be 
expected by the year 2300, with the majority deriving from the WAIS (Golledge et al., 2015; 
DeConto et al., 2021); reducing uncertainty in these projections is critical to develop and 
implement strategies and policies for coastal resiliency worldwide.  

Subglacial hydrology encompasses the storage, transmission, and distribution of liquid 
water beneath ice sheets and is one such component of glacial systems that is neither well 
understood, nor widely incorporated into ice-sheet models (Flowers, 2015). In general, 
subglacial meltwater can reduce effective pressure and basal drag at the ice-bed interface, acting 
as a lubricant and promoting faster ice-flow velocities than would occur in the absence of water. 
Remote sensing and on-ice geophysics have revealed spatiotemporal variations in ice flow 
associated with subglacial lakes (Bell et al., 2007; Stearns et al., 2008), seasonal surface melt 
cycles (Cowton et al., 2013), and basal water organization (Schroeder et al., 2013). For marine-
based glacial systems like the WAIS, subglacial drainage has been theorized (Jenkins, 2011) and 
observed (Le Brocq et al., 2013; Alley et al., 2016; Marsh et al., 2016; Gourmelen et al., 2017; 
Wei et al., 2020) to enhance melting of ice shelves (i.e., the floating extensions of grounded 
glacial ice) which are critical for regulating flux of Antarctic land-based ice into the ocean (e.g., 
Scambos et al., 2004; Fürst et al., 2016). Organization of subglacial drainage (i.e., water flowing 
in distributed films, through isolated cavities, or via connected channels) influences effective 
pressure at the ice-bed interface differently (Greenwood et al., 2016; Dow et al., 2022), but 
drainage styles are transient in space and time which leads to challenges in reconstructing 
drainage evolution prior to the advent of satellite technologies.   

Knowledge gaps persist due to the challenges of observing subglacial processes, the 
preservation bias of landform records, and a paucity of work that integrates geomorphic and 
sedimentological observations into modeling and experimental frameworks. In recent decades, 
indirect observations of subglacial hydrological conditions have widened the perspective of the 
spatiotemporal scales over which subglacial plumbing may evolve (e.g., Carter and Fricker, 
2012; Cowton et al., 2013; Schroeder et al., 2013; Dowdeswell et al., 2015; Young et al., 2016; 
Clyne et al., 2020; Dow et al., 2020; Nanni et al., 2020; Chandler et al., 2021). However, an 
incomplete understanding of subglacial drainage evolution and subsequent ice-sheet response on 
long time scales (i.e., several decades to millennia) create caveats in extending findings from 
modern observations in time and space. Similarly, geomorphic analyses of meltwater-derived 
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and ice-marginal landforms, supported by increased resolution and spatial coverage of 
bathymetric mapping over deglaciated continental shelves, indicate subglacial hydrologic 
activity and patterns of grounding-zone retreat are tightly coupled (e.g., Simkins et al., 2021). 
Yet, geomorphology of submarine landscapes alone fails to convey critical details about paleo-
subglacial meltwater drainage frequency, style, and magnitude of meltwater discharge (e.g., 
Simkins et al., 2017; Munoz and Wellner, 2018; Kirkham et al., 2019, 2020).  

This dissertation examines evidence of subglacial drainage into the ocean as recorded by 
a suite of recently collected (2019-2022) marine sediment cores, as well as legacy cores 
recovered during various polar research expeditions over the past four decades, and leverages 
emerging and underused analytical methods to connect offshore records with subglacial 
hydrological processes. Because evacuation of subglacial meltwater from marine-terminating 
glaciers delivers glaciogenic sediments into the ocean, well-preserved marine sediment archives 
are uniquely poised to reconstruct details of meltwater activity on timescales for which neither 
observational nor seascape records are appropriate. Chapters 2 and 4 focus primarily on Thwaites 
Glacier and neighboring glaciers draining into the eastern Amundsen Sea, West Antarctica 
(Figure 1.1), and offer perspectives of meltwater discharge activity as recorded by sediment and 
porewater chemistry in the context of Holocene glacial retreat (Lepp et al., 2022; Lepp et al., in 
prep). Chapter 3 employs a process-based approach by integrating sediment archives from extant 
and relict glacial systems in both hemispheres, examining grain micromorphology reflective of 
different modes of subglacial sediment transport, and connecting grain-scale properties of glacial 
sediments to (paleo)subglacial hydrologic conditions (Lepp et al., preprint).  
 
1.1 Marine geologic records of subglacial hydrology 
 

Subglacial meltwater flow follows a hydraulic gradient that is a function of bed 
topography and ice thickness (Shreve, 1972), and the volume, distribution, and transmission of 
this water influence ice behavior (e.g., Fricker et al., 2007; Stearns et al., 2008; Siegfried et al., 
2016). Processes like frictional and strain heating (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010) through internal 
ice deformation and ice flow over topographically rough beds (e.g., Winsborrow et al., 2010; 
Krabbendam, 2016) contribute to basal meltwater supply, as does a regionally-elevated 
geothermal heat flux (e.g., Damiani et al., 2014; Dziadek et al., 2021; Reading et al., 2022 and 
references therein) and, in some glacial systems, till porewater (Christoffersen et al., 2014; 
Gustafson et al., 2022). Beneath the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS), melting of surface ice that 
drains to the bed (Chu, 2014; Willis et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2015; Poinar et al., 2017) 
contributes substantially to basal water supply. Recent observations (Bell et al., 2018) and model 
projections (Trusel et al., 2015; Lenaerts et al., 2016; Gilbert and Kittel, 2021) suggest the same 
may become true for portions of the AIS under evolving climate conditions. Meltwater 
production, and the subsequent style, frequency, and magnitude of drainage events, vary in time 
and space; while it is implied these variations would leave markedly different signatures in the 
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geologic record, few works have attempted to decipher those signatures using marine sediment 
cores.  

The integration of meltwater plume deposits (MPDs) into glaciomarine facies models and 
coupled sedimentological-geomorphological studies offshore the AIS and GrIS have revealed 
clear linkages between post-Last Glacial Maximum (ca. 26,000 ka) grounding-line retreat and 
active subglacial plumbing systems (e.g., Prothro et al., 2018; O’Regan et al., 2021; Lepp et al., 
2022; Clark et al., 2023). Specifically, Antarctic marine sediment cores recovering MPDs 
stratigraphically positioned above subglacial till or glacial-proximal diamicton and, in some 
instances, below microfossil-rich glaciomarine sediments have been collected offshore the relict 
Marguerite Trough Ice Sheet in the West Antarctic Peninsula (Kennedy and Anderson, 1989), 
Pine Island (Witus et al., 2014) and Thwaites Glaciers (Lepp et al., 2022; Clark et al., 2023) in 
the eastern Amundsen Sea, and in the eastern and western Ross Sea (Simkins et al., 2017; 
Prothro et al., 2018). The geographic distribution and frequency with which this sequence is 
observed suggests widespread subglacial hydrological processes and conditions that connect to 
overall glacial stability. Additionally, these records implicate that intensive expulsion of 
subglacial meltwater may be a precursor to grounding-line retreat, associated with heightened 
meltwater production and/or evacuation of subglacial meltwater reservoirs. While measurements 
like grain size and sorting, magnetic susceptibility, and water content have been widely used to 
characterize MPDs, additional properties of these sediments have not been interrogated to the 
fullest extent that could reveal coveted details of subglacial plumbing through time. To that end, 
Chapter 3 examines grain shape in order to connect MPDs to styles of subglacial meltwater 
transmission, and presents the first microtexture analysis focused on the silt-size fraction (4-63 
microns (µm)) to evaluate dominant modes of subglacial sediment transport. An isotopic 
approach for connecting marine sediment cores with meltwater drainage activity is taken in 
Chapter 4, wherein stable water isotopes of sediment porewater and beryllium isotopes of solid 
sediments are evaluated for their potential to record meltwater-driven changes in water chemistry 
and sediment source.  
 
1.2 Study site: Thwaites Glacier, West Antarctica 
 

The majority of sediment cores presented in this work were collected offshore of 
Thwaites Glacier, West Antarctica. The Thwaites Glacier contains approximately 65 cm of sea 
level equivalent and contributes roughly 4 % to global sea level rise every year (Morlighem et 
al., 2020). Satellite measurements indicate that the preeminent source of ice-mass loss from the 
AIS is glaciers draining into the Amundsen Sea, including Thwaites Glacier (Rignot et al., 2019). 
Thwaites Glacier is grounded below sea level on a bed that dips landward; this configuration 
indicates Thwaites is susceptible to self-sustaining retreat through a feedback known as the 
marine ice-sheet instability (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007; Robel et al., 2019), and some have 
posited that such a runaway retreat may already be underway (Joughin et al., 2014). Because the 
Thwaites catchment extends ~450 km to the interior of the WAIS (Holt et al., 2006), 
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destabilization or collapse of Thwaites is predicted to trigger an ice-sheet wide response 
(DeConto et al., 2021).  

At the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; ca. 26,000 thousand years ago (ka)), an expansive 
Thwaites Glacier was grounded proximal to the outer continental shelf (Larter et al., 2014 and 
references therein). Ice drainage converged with Pine Island Glacier to the northeast, and 
radiocarbon dates constrain the initial post-LGM retreat of the former Thwaites-Pine Island 
system to the late Pleistocene (Kirshner et al., 2012; Hillenbrand et al., 2013; Larter et al., 2014). 
Glacial retreat history across Pine Island Bay from the outer shelf to the modern position of 
Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers has been inferred using marine sediment cores, seafloor 
geomorphology, and seismic surveys which collectively indicate post-LGM grounding-line 
retreat was dynamic and episodic (Lowe and Anderson, 2002; Kirshner et al., 2012; Graham et 
al., 2016). Mapped grounding zone wedges, asymmetrical sedimentary deposits that form 
through sediment-gravity flows, deformation, and meltout of basal ice debris at the grounding 
line (Simkins et al., 2018), on the outer- and mid-continental shelf with nearly 100 km between 
them (Graham et al., 2010) suggests a phase of relatively rapid retreat across the mid-shelf 
punctuated by periods of grounding-line stability. Retreat from the mid-shelf to the inner shelf of 
Pine Island Bay positioned the grounding line of a, now distinct, Thwaites Glacier to within 
~100 km of its current location by ~10 ka (Hillenbrand et al., 2013; Nitsche et al., 2013; Witus et 
al., 2014; Lepp et al., 2022). Early Holocene (10.4-7.5 ka) deglaciation of Pine Island Bay was, 
in large part, driven by the upwelling of warm, circumpolar deep water (CDW) that increased 
melting of floating and grounding-line ice (Hillenbrand et al., 2017). Upwelling of CDW is tied 
to strengthened westerly winds that may be related to the Southern Annular Mode and climate 
variability in the Pacific (e.g., Steig et al., 2012). This Pacific-sector teleconnection is believed to 
have been reinstated in the mid-1940s, when strong El Niño conditions preceded the 
synchronous retreat of Thwaites and Pine Island glaciers by only a few years (Hillenbrand et al., 
2017; Smith et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2023).  

Today, Thwaites Glacier drains into inner Pine Island Bay which is characterized by 
rugged bathymetry including distinctive highs that promote ice pinning (Hogan et al., 2020a), 
streamlined bedforms (Graham et al., 2016), and interconnected basins and channels reflecting a 
subglacial hydrologic network beneath a formerly expanded Thwaites (Nitsche et al., 2013; 
Kirkham et al., 2019). The Thwaites Eastern Ice Shelf is pinned along one of the aforementioned 
bathymetric highs while its floating ice tongue, which is fed by the fast-flowing trunk of 
grounded ice (Rignot et al., 2019), became unpinned from an adjacent high between 2011 and 
2019 (Rignot et al., 2011; Hogan et al., 2020a; Lepp et al., 2022). These floating extensions of 
grounded ice exert backstress on ice upstream, but continued ice-shelf thinning and mass loss is 
expected to reduce this buttressing effect (Fürst et al., 2016). Upstream of the Thwaites Glacier 
grounding line, subglacial lithology can be primarily characterized as mafic intrusion, felsic 
granitoid, basins filled with pre-Oligocene sediments, or other crystalline material of 
intermediate composition (Hillenbrand et al., 2003; Muto et al., 2016; Jordan et al., 2023 and 
references therein). While almost certainly spatially variable, regional geothermal heat flux is 
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elevated compared to typical continental crust (Damiani et al., 2014; Schroeder et al., 2014; 
Dziadek et al., 2021). The Thwaites Glacier catchment is within the West Antarctic Rift System, 
a product of Cenozoic tectonics, and is proximal to several active subglacial volcanoes (Quartini 
et al., 2021).  

Subglacial meltwater beneath the contemporary Thwaites Glacier is inferred to drain 
through both distributed and channelized configurations, and the transition from the former to the 
latter occurs coincident with a change in ice surface slope and increase in basal meltwater 
production (Schroeder et al., 2013), consistent with glaciohydrological theory (e.g., Greenwood 
et al., 2016). Saturated till downstream of topographic bumps is implied from geophysical 
observations, which implies co-occurring styles of subglacial water and zones of spatially 
variable pressure at the ice-bed interface (Clyne et al., 2020). Active transmission of water 
downstream between subglacial basins has been observed from satellite altimetry measurements 
(Hoffman et al., 2020, Malczyk et al., 2020), albeit unaccompanied with change in ice-flow 
velocity. Pine Island Glacier, which shares a catchment divide with Thwaites Glacier to the east, 
is one location where marine sediment cores record a Holocene transition from subglacial to 
open-marine conditions accompanied by silt-rich, well-sorted sediments interpreted as MPDs 
(Kirshner et al., 2012; Witus et al., 2014). In fact, meters-thick graded deposits and widespread 
MPDs implicate high energy, outburst-style subglacial drainage (Witus et al., 2014). Despite 
extensive evidence for an active subglacial hydrologic system beneath the contemporary 
Thwaites Glacier, no records had been investigated to assess how long-lived such a system might 
be or the styles with which meltwater drained into the ocean. Furthermore, the impact of 
subglacial hydrology on either recent or historical (i.e., pre-satellite era) changes to the Thwaites 
Glacier grounding line or ice shelf was unknown prior to the study presented in Chapter 2.  
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Figure 1.1. Study locations presented in this dissertation. Satellite imagery from Google Earth.  
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Chapter 2: Sedimentary signatures of persistent subglacial meltwater drainage 
from Thwaites Glacier, West Antarctica 
 
Adapted from: Lepp, A.P., Simkins, L.M., Anderson, J.B., Clark, R.W., Wellner, J.S., 
Hillenbrand, C-D., Smith, J.A., Lehrmann, A.A., Totten, R., Larter, R.D., Hogan, K.A., Nitsche, 
F.O., Graham, A.G.C., and Wacker, L.: Sedimentary signatures of persistent subglacial 
meltwater drainage from Thwaites Glacier, Antarctica, Frontiers in Earth Science, 10, 863200, 
https://doi.org/10.3389/feart.2022.863200, 2022.1 2  
 
2.1 Introduction 

 
Thwaites Glacier drains directly into the Amundsen Sea embayment (ASE) of West 

Antarctica and is undergoing rapid changes including grounding-zone retreat, dynamic ice 
thinning, and increased ice discharge into the ocean (Milillo et al., 2019; Rignot et al., 2019). 
The glacier catchment extends deep into the interior of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS; 
Holt et al., 2006), indicating destabilization of Thwaites Glacier has the potential to trigger 
widespread collapse of the WAIS (Weertman, 1974; Schoof, 2007). Increased community efforts 
are now focused on improving predictability of how Thwaites Glacier will likely response to 
continued climatic warming, in particular for its ice shelf and grounding zone (Scambos et al., 
2017). While numerous studies focus on ice-shelf and grounding-zone sensitivity to the incursion 
of warm, Circumpolar Deep Water (e.g., Joughin et al., 2014; Seroussi et al., 2017; Hoffman et 
al., 2019), less attention has been paid to understanding ice-shelf and grounding-zone behavior in 
response to subglacial meltwater drainage beneath and at the grounding zone of Thwaites 
Glacier. 

Subglacial meltwater expulsion into the ocean and subsequent buoyancy-driven turbulence 
is linked to both enhanced ice melt at or near the grounding zone (Gourmelen et al., 2017; Wei et 
al., 2020; Nakayama et al., 2021) and ice-shelf basal channel formation (Le Brocq et al., 2013; 
Marsh et al., 2016). The seaward extension of subglacial channels carved upward into the ice-
shelf base encourages concentrated melt by warm marine waters (e.g., Alley et al., 2016) and 
may lead to ice-shelf fracture (Vaughan et al., 2012; Alley et al., 2016; Dow et al., 2018) and 
ultimately collapse (Borstad et al., 2012, 2017). Persistent, channelized subglacial drainage at 
paleo-grounding zones is hypothesized to inhibit sediment deposition needed to construct 
stabilizing ice-marginal landforms (i.e., moraines and/or grounding zone wedges; Simkins et al., 
2017, 2018). Additionally, records from the Ross Sea seafloor suggest grounding zones retreated 

 
1 APL: conceptualization, data curation, formal analysis, investigation, methodology, project administration, 
resources, software, visualization, writing – original draft. LMS: conceptualization, funding acquisition, 
methodology, project administration, resources, supervision, writing – review & editing. JBA: conceptualization, 
funding acquisition, methodology, project administration, writing – review & editing. RWC, AAL: investigation, 
resources, writing – review & editing. JSW, C-DH, JAS, RT, RDL, KAH, FON, AGCG: funding acquisition, project 
administration, writing – review & editing. LW: formal analysis, investigation, writing – review & editing.  
2 Co-author contributions denoted for Chapters 2, 3, and 4 follow the Contributor Roles Taxonomy (CRediT, 
https://credit.niso.org/) 
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greater distances when subglacial channels were actively draining, compared to retreat that 
occurred when channels were inactive (Simkins et al., 2021).  

Today, geophysical and remote sensing observations support an active subglacial plumbing 
network beneath Thwaites Glacier (Schroeder et al., 2013; Smith, B.E. et al., 2017; Hoffman et 
al., 2020). Basal shear stress (Joughin et al., 2009) and regionally elevated geothermal heat flux 
(Damiani et al., 2014; Dziadek et al., 2021) contribute to meltwater production. Numerically 
estimated steady-state subglacial water fluxes within the Thwaites catchment range from ~1 m3 
s-1 to ~60 m3 s-1 (Le Brocq et al., 2013). These values are similar to estimates of steady-state 
subglacial meltwater flux along the Siple Coast that reach the grounding zone through both 
distributed and channelized drainage pathways (Carter and Fricker, 2012). While no 
observational evidence of point-source meltwater delivery to the grounding line currently exists, 
subglacial hydropotential models predict persistent subglacial channels that drain at a few 
discrete locations along the grounding line (Le Brocq et al., 2013; Hager et al., 2022). Seaward 
of modern Thwaites Glacier, bathymetric channels connecting paleo-subglacial lake basins 
indicate subglacial water also flowed beneath the formerly-expanded Thwaites Glacier and 
neighboring Pine Island Glacier (Lowe and Anderson, 2003; Nitsche et al., 2013; Witus et al., 
2014; Kuhn et al., 2017; Kirkham et al., 2019; Hogan et al., 2020a). However, the morphology of 
these bedrock channels is hypothesized to reflect high-magnitude drainage events over several 
glacial cycles (Kirkham et al., 2019), and therefore do not provide insight into frequency or 
magnitude of recent drainage events on decadal to millennial timescales.  

Subglacially-sourced meltwater plumes mobilize and distribute glaciogenic sediments into 
the ocean. Sediment cores from the continental shelf can thus be used to provide details of 
meltwater drainage events that cannot be inferred from observational records or bathymetric 
landform analysis. Meltwater plume deposits on the continental shelf are characterized as silt-
rich sediments with high water content and low biogenic and ice-rafted debris (IRD) content, low 
shear strength, and low magnetic susceptibility (Kirshner et al., 2012; Hillenbrand et al., 2013; 
Witus et al., 2014; Smith, J.A. et al., 2017; Streuff et al., 2017; Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et 
al., 2018, 2020; Majewski et al., 2020). These properties allow for the distinction of meltwater 
plume deposits from subglacial, ice-proximal, and seasonally open-marine sediment facies. 
Incorporation of meltwater plume deposits into traditional facies models of glacier retreat has 
clarified a connection between subglacial hydrologic activity and grounding-zone position 
(Simkins et al., 2017, 2021; Prothro et al., 2018). This study employs a suite of sedimentological, 
geochemical, and statistical analyses of sediment cores from seaward of Thwaites Glacier to 
identify evidence of subglacial meltwater drainage events into the surrounding ocean. We seek 
not only to characterize styles of subglacial meltwater drainage that may be distributing 
sediments offshore of other Antarctic glaciers, but evaluate the relative persistence of meltwater 
drainage from Thwaites Glacier through the pre-satellite era. These advancements in knowledge 
will help illuminate connections between meltwater drainage and grounding-zone conditions, 
thereby broadening the framework within which contemporary subglacial hydrologic 
observations are interpreted. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 
 

The Thwaites Offshore Research project of the International Thwaites Glacier 
Collaboration conducted two cruises aboard the RVIB Nathaniel B. Palmer during the austral 
summers of 2019 and 2020 (NBP19-02 and NBP20-02). High-resolution multibeam bathymetric 
and acoustic sub-bottom surveys were conducted on both cruises with a hull-mounted Kongsberg 
EM122 echo sounder at 12 kHz frequency (Figure 2.1; Hogan et al., 2020a) and a hull-mounted 
Knudsen Chirp 3260 3.5 kHz sub-bottom profiler, providing geomorphological and acoustic 
stratigraphic context for sediment cores used in this study. Sediment pockets in bathymetric lows 
and sediment drapes were targeted for coring. Based on core site locations, core recovery, and 
on-board core descriptions, five sediment cores recovered with a Kasten corer seaward of the 
Thwaites Glacier Tongue (TGT) and Eastern Ice Shelf (EIS) were selected to examine 
spatiotemporal evidence of meltwater drainage and associated sedimentation processes (Figure 
2.1; Table 2.1). The cores were photographed, lithologically described, and sampled on board.  

Bulk sediment samples for trace-elemental and grain-size analyses were taken at 10-cm 
depth intervals using plastic sampling tools from ~2 cm inward from the core barrel to avoid 
metal contamination. Archive trays from the cores are stored in the Antarctic Core Collection at 
the Oregon State University (OSU) Marine Geology Repository. A GEOTEK XZ system at the 
OSU repository was used to measure magnetic susceptibility (MS) with a point sensor at 1-cm 
resolution downcore. Computed tomography (CT) scans were acquired through the OSU College 
of Veterinary Medicine and grayscale images were processed using the SedCT package in 
Matlab (Reilly et al., 2017). Where CT imagery revealed suspected plume deposits and other 
distinct sediment types between 10-cm sampling intervals, additional 1-cm thick samples were 
collected and underwent the same suite of analyses described above.  

Sediments were wet-sieved for calcareous foraminifera in 5- to 8-cm intervals. Where 
present, mixed-assemblage calcareous foraminifera, which are very rare in Antarctic shelf 
sediments, were utilized for radiocarbon dating with the MICADAS system at ETH Zurich 
(Wacker et al., 2010). Radiocarbon ages in 14C years were calibrated using the CALIB 8.2 
Marine20 curve (Heaton et al., 2020) and corrected for marine reservoir effects using the age 
from live (mixed assemblage) calcareous foraminifera in seafloor sediments (1,117 14C years) 
from the area (Table 2.2). Collectively, these constraints provide an absolute age framework for 
which to interpret meltwater drainage persistence.     

 
2.2.1 Grain-size and smear slide analyses  
 

Laser diffraction particle analysis was carried out using a Bettersizer S3 Plus that is 
equipped with a green laser optimized for fine-grained sediments. Representative subsamples 
(~0.5 g wet sediment) were treated with sodium hexametaphosphate and allowed to deflocculate 
in deionized water for a minimum of 48 hours prior to analysis. A magnetic stir bar was used to 
create a homogenized slurry from which aliquots were pipetted into the Bettersizer S3 Plus 
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reservoir. Each aliquot run consisted of seven individual readings that were averaged and binned 
by cumulative volume percentages. The maximum (D100) and median (D50) grain size, along 
with other distribution percentiles, for each sample were identified by Bettersizer S3 Plus 
software and used to calculate grain-size statistics. Grain-size classifications and statistics follow 
Folk and Ward (1957). We note that, due to pipette width and instrument limitations, the grain-
size measurements do not include material coarser than 3 mm and thus larger grains (i.e., clasts) 
are not represented in the grain-size distributions. This caveat reduces the efficacy of this method 
for capturing potential IRD. Interpretations of grain-size distributions are therefore supplemented 
with CT images, which fundamentally discern material based on density and allow us to 
comment on relative frequency of downcore IRD (cf. Cederstrøm et al., 2021).  

Prior characterizations of meltwater deposits from Pine Island Bay (Witus et al., 2014) 
and Ross Sea (Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018) used a Malvern Mastersizer for grain-
size analysis. In order to compare those deposits to sediments collected offshore from Thwaites 
Glacier, duplicate samples from the Ross Sea were run on the Bettersizer S3 Plus (n = 3). 
Representative smear slide analysis of Thwaites Glacier sediment cores was conducted under 
plane-polarized light to characterize the general composition of the measured grain-size modes.  
 
2.2.2 Physical and chemical analyses 
 

Shear strength was measured with a hand-held shear vane at ca. 10-cm depth intervals on 
board. Water content was determined on bulk sediment samples (minimum of 3.5 g wet 
sediment) by oven-drying for at least 48 hours at 60 °C and calculating the difference in weight 
percent. Dried samples were then powdered by gently crushing with a ceramic mortar and pestle 
and sieved through a 125-micron stainless steel mesh. Homogenized samples finer than 125 µm 
were analyzed for trace and rare earth elements with x-ray fluorescence (XRF) using a 
ThermoFisher Scientific Niton XL5 Handheld Analyzer. While hand-held XRF analyzers are 
unable to measure elemental concentrations on discrete sediment samples with the precision of 
conventional XRF or other spectrometry methods (Dunnington et al., 2019; Hahn et al., 2019), 
the results allow comparison of general concentrations downcore and between cores. 
Furthermore, discrete XRF measurements allow for direct comparison of various measurements 
conducted on the same sediment samples and are less prone to porewater bias when compared to 
XRF scanner data. Instrument calibration and performance was tested using a NIST 2709 soil 
standard prior. The elemental concentrations in parts per million (ppm) were measured by taking 
the average of three energy spectra filters with a 90-second sampling window for each filter. For 
those elements used in analysis, two sigma values ranged from ±8.08 % to ±0.18 % (mean ±2.34 
%), with the exception of Ni which has two sigma values ranging from ±27.1 % to ±15.5 % in 
cores KC33 and KC08, respectively (mean ±18.5 %). Discrete MS was measured with a 
Bartington MS2 dual-frequency sensor on the homogenized samples used for the XRF analyses. 
Readings were corrected for drift and sample mass, and the final values were used in statistical 
analysis.   
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2.2.3 Statistical analysis 
 
 To compare sedimentological and geochemical analyses between and within cores 
through a non-qualitative approach, principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted on all 
samples using the “prcomp” function in R. PCA is a statistical method useful in identifying 
trends and the factors driving variability within large, multivariate datasets. Input variables 
included physical sediment properties (water content, discrete MS), grain-size parameters, and 
trace element concentrations. All measurements input into this analysis were collected on the 
same sample or sub-sample at the University of Virginia. Variables were centered and scaled 
(i.e., normalized) within the code to prevent bias based on variable magnitude, and the package 
“factoextra” was used to create a biplot visualizing statistical results. Collectively, the results of 
PCA were interpreted with geochemical and physical sedimentological results to establish 
sediment lithofacies. 
 
2.3 Results 
 
2.3.1 Grain-size distributions 
 
 Grain-size distributions for all samples reveal striking consistency, with a prominent 
mode at approximately 5 microns (hereafter referred to as Mode 1) present in nearly all, and 
dominant in most, samples (Figure 2.2A). A secondary mode at 11 microns (Mode 2) also occurs 
in varying concentrations. Mode 2 typically increases at the expense of Mode 1 and comprises 
the highest volume percent in cores closest to the Thwaites Glacier ice-shelf margin (KC04, 
KC23; Figure 2.1B). Additionally, many sediment intervals feature a minor (less than 2 % by 
volume) sub-micron component. Coarse “tails'' in the distributions, often interpreted in 
glaciomarine settings as IRD (e.g., Witus et al., 2014) are observed most commonly in cores 
closest to the ice-shelf margin and, in few discrete instances, in one relatively distal core (KC08). 
Overall, cores are dominated by fine silt and clay, and the relative contribution of the sand 
fraction is minimal and varies with proximity to the modern calving line. The instrument 
comparison conducted on meltwater deposits from the Ross Sea shows the Bettersizer was able 
to resolve the previously described 10-micron mode into a primary grain-size mode and 
secondary grain-size ‘shoulder’ identical in size and volume percent to those observed in this 
study (Figure 2.2B). Smear slides show that, in all cores, grain size Modes 1 and 2 are composed 
of terrigenous grains, and in-tact or fragmented microfossils are rare or absent except in some 
surface sediment samples (Figure 2.3). Observed mineral assemblages vary slightly between 
cores, but are in all cases dominated by low relief, transparent grains presumed to be quartz 
(Figure 2.3).  
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2.3.2 Sediment geochemistry  
 

 Downcore geochemistry reflects distinct geographic regions offshore of the eastern and 
western margins of Thwaites Glacier and variable proximity to the ice-shelf margin (Figure 2.4). 
Cores near the EIS are characterized by lower Ti and Sr, and elevated Th and Rb compared to 
those collected near the TGT. Zr and Rb appear strongly controlled by grain size, as more distal 
cores with very low sand fractions have higher Rb and lower Zr concentrations while ice-shelf 
proximal cores have the highest concentrations of Zr. Additionally, more ice-distal deposits have 
lower Ca and higher Fe concentrations than the ice-shelf proximal cores from the same 
geographic region. All cores have comparable concentrations of Cr, Ni, and V, trace elements 
common in intermediate and mafic minerals. KC04 shows a prominent enrichment of Ni at 150 
cm that is not mirrored by other geochemical or sedimentological data. Ti content (ppm) in bulk 
sediment is also plotted against Th/Zr and Sr/Th, ratios of immobile trace elements that are 
unique for particular geologic settings and not significantly influenced by physical weathering 
processes (e.g., Hawkesworth et al., 1997; Figure 2.4B-C). Geographic clusters emerge, where 
data from cores collected from offshore either the TGT or the EIS plot close together (Figure 
2.4C), as do samples within individual cores (Figure 2.4B-C). Core KC33 is the only exception, 
because the geochemical composition of some samples more closely resembles sediments from 
the EIS cores whereas others are geochemically more similar to that of the TGT cores (Figure 
2.4B-C). While Th/Zr ratios for core KC23 are lower than ice-distal cores from the same region 
(Figure 2.4B), this is likely explained by the relatively elevated sand fraction throughout this 
core (Figure 2.2A) and a subsequent Zr enhancement (cf. Rothwell and Croudace, 2015).    

 
2.3.3 Downcore physical properties and sedimentological structures 
 

Core KC08 was collected from a deep trough west of the TGT and is largely composed of 
rhythmic layers of silt-rich sediments with high water content (max. 49 %, mean 40 %; Figure 
2.5). Lithologic descriptions suggest the layers are normally graded, which is supported by grain-
size distributions that show finer and coarser modes varying in volume percents (Figure 2.2A). 
Additionally, this core shows the greatest standard deviation of mean grain size (10.4 µm ± 7.11; 
Figure 2.5), reflective of grain-size variation within the graded layers. CT imagery clearly shows 
these graded silt layers and reveal layer thicknesses range from <0.5 cm to 8 cm (Figure 2.6A-
B). We do not observe these graded silt layers in other sediment cores analyzed for this study. 
While overall sand content is low or zero (average 2.9 %), two exceptions that elevate mean 
grain size coincide with the bases of graded silt layers at 25-26 cm and 273-274 cm (11 % and 25 
% sand, respectively; Figure 2.5). MS increases slightly downcore with occasional excursions 
and one prominent maximum at 233 cm, coincident with reduced water content within a discrete 
unit of stratified diamicton (Figure 2.5). A single radiocarbon date of 520 (2σ 318-674) cal BP 
(Table 2.2) comes from an interval with several graded silt layers (52-60 cm; Figure 2.6A-B). 
Shear strength increases slightly downcore but does not exceed 2 kPa.  
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Core KC04, collected on bathymetric high H2 ~20 km from KC08, exhibits high 
variability in most measured properties (Figure 2.5). Water content is ~41 % in the upper 30 cm 
and decreases to ~26 % downcore with the exception of two discrete intervals (88-89 cm, 210-
212 cm) where water content increases to ~35 %. MS fluctuates downcore, reflective of the 
highly variable sand fraction (range: <1 – 34 %), while mean grain size shows little downcore 
variability (13.7 µm ± 4.38). This matrix material is poorly sorted (mean 1.84) with a maximum 
of 3.21 at 46-47 cm (very poorly sorted). Core stratigraphy reveals several sediment types 
including massive and stratified diamictons (Figure 2.6A). Fine-grained, parallel to sub-parallel 
laminations and beds ranging from <1 cm to ~10 cm in thickness are observed within stratified 
diamicton, as are gravel and pebbles oriented with their long axes parallel to lamination (Figure 
2.6C). Pebbles largely disappear upcore from the most poorly-sorted interval at 46-47 cm. Dates 
from three intervals between 130 cm and 62 cm core depth span 490 (2σ 302-654) to 270 (2σ 26-
478) cal BP and are in stratigraphic order (Table 2.2). Shear strength increases slightly downcore 
from ~0.25 kPa to 2 kPa.  
  Core KC33, collected farthest offshore of the EIS, is characterized by high water content 
(range, 37-52 %; mean 46 %) and low shear strength that increases slightly downcore, coincident 
with a modest decrease in water content (Figure 2.5). The mean grain size hardly varies 
downcore (7.37 µm ± 1.77) although volume percent of Mode 2 grains increases slightly upcore 
from ~50 cm (Figures 2.2A, 2.5). Sediments are, on average, better sorted than the matrix 
material of ice-proximal diamictons (mean 1.29). The core base shows faint, irregular lamination 
that transitions into sediment which appears bioturbated and mottled from ~210 cm core depth to 
the core top (Figure 2.6D). MS varies moderately, but remains generally low except for peaks at 
217 cm and 257 cm that align with coarse-grained layers apparent in the CT scan (Figure 2.6A). 
Calcareous microfossils from the core base (290-295 cm) yield a single date of 9,630 cal BP (2σ 
9325-9967).  
 Sediments in core KC67 from the eastern side of the EIS have high water content (range, 
42-51 %; mean, 46 %), similar to cores KC33 and KC08, and consistently low MS (Figure 2.5). 
Shear strength fluctuates between 0 and 2.5 kPa and increases slightly downcore, while the 
average grain size remains remarkably uniform throughout (5.53 µm ± 0.28). Sediments show 
strong laminations with sharp contacts, interspersed with scarce IRD below ~130 cm core depth 
(Figure 2.6E). Above this depth, sediments are heavily bioturbated. The clear lamination 
suggests alternations between thin coarser- and finer-grained layers, but the 1 to 2-cm thickness 
(i.e., depth range) of the grain-size samples is too large to resolve grain-size differences between 
individual laminae (Figure 2.2A). Overall, KC67 exhibits the highest sorting values that are 
consistent downcore (mean 1.09; Figure 2.5).  

East of the EIS, core KC23 consists predominantly of massive diamicton (Figures 2.5, 
2.6A, 2.6F). The diamicton below 15 cm core depth is characterized by low water content (mean 
18 %), fluctuating MS, and a strikingly consistent grain-size matrix (11.5 µm ± 1.29; Figure 2.5). 
Mean sorting of the diamicton (1.81) is very similar to the matrix material of KC04. Between ~8 
and 15 cm core depth, a normally-graded, oblique sand bed ~5 cm thick separates the diamicton 
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from overlying silty-clays with notably higher water content (average 39 %). MS is lower in the 
silty-clay unit than in the sand bed and the diamicton. Shear strength through the diamicton is 
low (≤ 1 kPa) but increases up to 4 kPa below 140 cm (Figure 2.5).  
   
2.3.4 Principal component analysis   
 
 The first two principal components (PC1 and PC2) account for 40.4 % and 27.1 % of 
variability in the dataset, respectively. Samples are plotted along PC1 and PC2 axes, along which 
sample positioning is controlled by the magnitude and relative sign (i.e., positive or negative) of 
the eigenvectors driving the variance (Figure 2.7). For PC1, the eigenvectors for Fe, V, water 
content, and clay percent push samples into negative PCA space, and sand percent, D100, D50, 
and Ca drive samples into positive PCA space. Negative space of PC2 is largely influenced by 
Rb, Th, Ti, and clay and silt percentages, while positive PC2 space is defined by Sr, MS, and Zr. 
Grain-size parameters appear to be the dominant control over PC1, separating finer-grained 
samples with higher water content, total Fe, and clay-sized grains from samples with higher sand 
fraction, more variable sorting, and overall coarser grains. While grain-size parameters also 
influence PC2, geochemistry seems to play a more important role as cores are divided by 
geographic region and presumably by sediment source. Cores KC08 and KC04 straddle the zero 
line of PC1, indicating these cores contain intervals deposited by variable sedimentary processes. 
In contrast, KC33 and KC67 plot entirely in negative PC1 space with the exception of two 
sample outliers in KC33. Core KC23 samples cluster tightly except for sample outliers including 
the surface sediments (Figure 2.7, denoted by an enlarged icon) that plot in negative PC1 space 
and others that plot high on the PC1 axis. These outliers correspond to samples collected from 
the sorted sand bed (Figures 2.5, 2.6A). 
 
2.3.5 Facies Interpretation  
 

The multi-proxy analysis employed in this study, including CT imagery and the 
integration of PCA, is valuable in characterizing and distinguishing between sediment types 
recovered offshore of Thwaites Glacier. We interpret PC1 as distinguishing glacially-sourced 
sediment (i.e., via ice rafting, basal melt out, gravity flows, or till from the glacier base) from 
sediment transported by subglacial meltwater processes, including within plumes emanating 
from the grounding line. High water contents, clay percentages, and Fe contents are shown to be 
statistically important characteristics for identifying meltwater plume deposits (Figure 2.7), 
largely consistent with studies characterizing such deposits from the Antarctic continental shelf 
(e.g., Witus et al., 2014; Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018). Sediment samples from KC33 
and KC67 plot almost exclusively in negative PC1 space (Figure 2.7), and thus we interpret these 
cores to reflect pure meltwater endmembers that manifest as both laminated and bioturbated 
sediment facies. 
  Two diamicton facies, massive and stratified, were recovered in ice-shelf proximal cores 
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KC04 and KC23. Additionally, a discrete unit of stratified diamicton is observed in the lower 
part of KC08 (Figure 2.6A). Clast orientation in the stratified diamicton, along with observed 
soft-sediment deformation and sediment draping above clasts, is characteristic of ice rafting, 
where debris released from the base of floating ice settles through the water column. The 
sediments comprising laminations and beds in stratified diamicton are rich in Mode-1 grains 
(Figure 2.3A). In glaciomarine settings, diamictons indicate deposition subglacially or through 
processes at or near the grounding zone (e.g., Domack and Harris, 1998; Prothro et al., 2018; 
Smith et al., 2019). Because this study is focused on sediments that inform meltwater processes, 
we do not explore the specific depositional processes responsible for recovered diamictons in 
depth.  
  Much of the sediment from KC08 plots in negative PC1 space (Figure 2.7) and shares 
similarities with sediments from KC33 and KC67, including high water contents and high Fe 
contents (Figure 2.5). We therefore interpret core KC08 as consisting of primarily meltwater-
derived sediments, composing a normally graded silt facies that reflects deposition from 
hyperpycnal flows, possibly as turbidity currents. To further characterize this unique facies 
offshore of the TGT, we examine the downcore frequency of different sediment types found in 
cores KC08 and KC04. Within units of stratified diamicton, both beds and individual, continuous 
laminae are counted collectively as ‘laminations’ because of the similarity in grain-size. Laminae 
and normally-graded silt layers are counted in 10-cm intervals, and layers that cross an interval 
boundary are counted in both intervals (Figure 2.8A). The abundance of graded silt layers within 
KC08 fluctuates slightly but remains common throughout (mean 4.7 layers per 10-cm depth 
intervals), while few instances of similar layers are observed in the upper 120 cm of KC04 
(Figure 2.8A). We also quantify downcore variability in thickness of graded silt layers in KC08, 
and find that 75 % of the layers are 4 cm thick or less, while outliers with thicknesses between 
4.5 and 8 cm thick are concentrated in the upper 70 cm of the core (Figure 2.8C). 
 
2.4 Discussion 
 

Surface sediments throughout Pine Island Bay, which receives drainage from both 
Thwaites and Pine Island glaciers, are dominated by meltwater plume deposits (Witus et al., 
2014), indicating the sustained and widespread importance of sediment delivered by meltwater 
drainage into the ASE. Meltwater deposits are particularly thick in basins and deep channels on 
the inner continental shelf (Lowe and Anderson, 2003; Nitsche et al., 2013; Kuhn et al., 2017), 
and become thicker with increasing proximity to the modern grounding zone of Pine Island 
Glacier (Witus et al., 2014). This spatial pattern of meltwater deposits indicates uniform 
dispersal by sediment-laden plumes, and accumulation of plume deposits in bathymetric lows, 
possibly remobilized across the seafloor by hyperpycnal flows or downslope gravity flow 
processes (e.g., turbidity currents). In Marguerite Bay (Kennedy and Anderson, 1989) and the in 
Ross Sea (Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018), similar meltwater deposits overlie proximal 
glaciomarine sediments and are capped by or interspersed with distal, diatom-bearing 
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glaciomarine muds. This stratigraphic sequence is characteristic of the most recent deglaciation 
of the Antarctic continental shelf and onset of open-marine conditions, typically as the result of 
rapid grounding-zone retreat (Bentley et al., 2011; Bart et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018). 
However, unique to Pine Island Bay is the absence of the diatomaceous mud which is not 
observed in any cores described to date (Lowe and Anderson, 2003; Kirshner et al., 2012; 
Hillenbrand et al., 2013; Nitsche et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2014; Witus et al., 2014; Kuhn et al., 
2017), and is similarly absent in the cores used in this study. Instead, surface sediments from 
each core analyzed here are characterized by high water content (Figure 2.5), a prominent Mode 
1 (Figure 2.2A), and plot in negative PC1 space (Figure 2.7), indicating that meltwater drainage 
is the primary mode of sedimentation seaward of contemporary Thwaites Glacier. 
  Here, we discuss the source of meltwater plume deposits offshore Thwaites Glacier, the 
variability in styles of meltwater drainage, and consider processes associated with meltwater 
evacuation, as well as floating ice and oceanographic responses. Calibrated radiocarbon dates 
presented here (Table 2.2) are useful in conjunction with core stratigraphy for evaluating 
persistence and frequency of subglacial meltwater drainage through time (Figure 2.6A). 
Radiocarbon at the base of core KC33, the northern-most core in this study, suggests sediment 
accumulation on the H1 high spanning the last ~9,000 to 10,000 years (Table 2.2). This is 
consistent with regional reconstructions of deglaciation (Larter et al., 2014) and radiocarbon 
dates that indicate grounding-zone retreat from the H1 high by ~10,300 years ago (Hillenbrand et 
al., 2017; Hogan et al., 2020a). In the vicinity of Thwaites Glacier, sedimentation rates for 
similar glaciomarine facies range from 0.095 cm yr-1 beneath the Pine Island Ice Shelf (Smith et 
al., 2019 and references therein) to 0.02-0.086 cm yr-1 for core NBP99-02 TC49 which sampled 
meltwater plume deposits in inner Pine Island Bay (Figure 2.1B; Witus et al., 2014). Altogether, 
these data allow for meaningful considerations of sediment depositional processes through time.   

 
2.4.1 Source and grain-size production of meltwater deposits  
 

Rates of sub-ice shelf melt from observations (17.7 m a-1; Rignot et al., 2013) and models 
(11.6 m a-1; Pelle et al., 2019) of Thwaites Glacier implicate the formation of buoyant, meltwater 
plumes without a subglacial origin. Such plumes would, similarly, influence stratification and 
ocean circulation in an ice-shelf cavity and could entrain and transport debris melted out from 
the ice-shelf base. Albeit dependent on basal debris thickness and ice-shelf melt rates, debris 
advected by basal ice is largely melted out within the first few kilometers of the grounding line 
(e.g., Prothro et al. 2018), restricting the area over which sediment entrainment by ice-shelf melt 
plumes would be expected. Downstream refreezing would decrease the carrying capacity of 
sediment-laden plumes and promote deposition beneath the ice shelf. Furthermore, the rate at 
which a plume entrains ambient water in an ice-shelf cavity (in this instance, warm CDW at 
depth) is a function of plume speed (Jenkins, 2011). Discharge of subglacial meltwater, 
therefore, has an inherently greater capacity to drive sub-ice shelf melt through entrainment of 
warm water than plumes that originate in ice-shelf cavities. Given the widespread distribution of 
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meltwater plume deposits and the distance of meltwater endmember core sites from the recent 
grounding-line and ice shelf-margin positions (Figures 2.1B, A2.2), a subglacial source better 
explains these silt-rich deposits than a basal-ice shelf source. We acknowledge, however, that 
Mode 1 grains mobilized in sub-ice shelf plumes and deposited some distance offshore Thwaites 
Glacier would have the geochemical signatures as plume deposits sourced from the subglacial 
environment.  

The unique geochemical signals observed in sediment cores offshore of the EIS and TGT 
reflect spatial variations in source material, and therefore subglacial geology, beneath the eastern 
and western portions of Thwaites Glacier (Figure 2.4). This is consistent with geochemical 
fingerprinting of fine-grained surface sediments from the inner shelf of Pine Island Bay (Simões 
Pereira et al., 2018). Planar, seemingly non-erosional contacts and the absence of sand-rich, 
winnowed deposits in ice-distal cores suggest marine currents have not remobilized sediments 
deposited at these core sites (Figure 2.6). Similarly, geochemical consistencies between 
diamictons recovered near the ice-shelf margin and meltwater plume deposits further offshore 
(Figure 2.4) imply Mode-1 rich sediments offshore Thwaites Glacier were not delivered to core 
sites by currents originating offshore another glacial system.  
  The ubiquity of grain-size Modes 1 and 2, despite spatial variations in subglacial 
geology, strongly supports that grain-size production of meltwater deposits is a process-
controlled, rather than a source-controlled, phenomenon. Previous studies have inferred 
subglacial till as the source of meltwater plume deposits based on a shared grain-size mode (e.g., 
Witus et al., 2014; Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018), a relationship that is similarly 
evident from grain-size distributions of ice-shelf proximal diamicton and ice-distal sediments in 
this study (Figure 2.2A). Grain surface micromorphology of meltwater deposits from Pine Island 
Bay shows evidence of glacial influence without significant surface alteration by hydrologic 
transport (Witus et al., 2014), suggesting the grain-size distribution of meltwater deposits reflects 
the process of glacial abrasion rather than size reduction through meltwater transport. The 
sedimentological likeness of Thwaites Glacier meltwater deposits to those produced by other 
Antarctic glaciers and paleo-ice streams across a range of space and time implies widespread and 
consistent subglacial erosion and hydrologic transport to the Thwaites Glacier grounding zone. 
  
2.4.2 Spatial variability in subglacial meltwater plume deposition 
 
 The stratigraphy revealed by CT imagery suggests contrasting depositional processes 
associated with subglacial meltwater drainage offshore from the TGT and EIS (Figure 2.9). 
Cyclical, normally-graded silt layers dominated by meltwater deposits indicate persistence of 
sedimentary processes largely unique to core site KC08 (Figure 2.8A). Calcareous benthic 
foraminifera are found in several discrete intervals of KC08, but rarely in sufficient numbers for 
radiocarbon dating. The corresponding layers could reflect infrequent gravitational downslope 
sediment transport (e.g., Smith et al., 2009) as the core site lies approximately 400 m below the 
local carbonate compensation depth (Hillenbrand et al., 2003; Majewski, 2013). Alternatively, 
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preservation of calcareous foraminifera could result from rapid sediment deposition that limited 
exposure to corrosive bottom waters. Contacts separating normally-graded silt layers are sharp 
but appear non-erosive, suggesting insufficient depositional energy to erode underlying 
sediments. Additionally, intervals with continuous bands of IRD (Figure 2.6A) possibly mark 
periods of meltwater drainage cessation when sedimentation was temporarily dominated by IRD 
deposition (e.g., Prothro et al., 2018). These combined observations support the interpretation 
that the normally-graded silt layers in core KC08 were deposited by hyperpycnal flows generated 
during episodic meltwater drainage events of varying magnitudes (Figure 2.9B). If we 
hypothetically consider these silt layers in the context of a fixed grounding-zone position, which 
can be inferred from the presence of a grounding zone wedge on the northern crest of H2 (Hogan 
et al., 2020a), layer thickness between 0.5 and 4 cm may reflect punctuated, lower-magnitude 
meltwater discharge, as this describes 75 % of such units (Figure 2.8C). Hence, the thicker (4.5-8 
cm) normally graded silt layers may result from relatively higher-magnitude drainage events. In 
the context of a grounding zone that has been retreating landward, thicker graded silt layers still 
implicate higher-magnitude drainage events, as in this scenario the source of drainage is moving 
progressively further from the core site.   

Sediments in core KC04, recovered from within a ~60 m deep channel on the H2 high 
(Figure 2.1), record the recent unpinning of the TGT (Rignot et al., 2011; Hogan et al., 2020a) 
and the transition to seasonally open-marine conditions at this core site. The stratified diamictons 
comprising most of the sediments in this core (Figure 2.6A, 2.8A) feature laminated and 
stratified intervals with large clasts and a matrix dominated by Mode 1, and are consistent with 
deposition in an ice-proximal environment (e.g., Prothro et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2019). 
Estimated sedimentation rates of stratified diamicton in core KC04 (between 62 and 130 cm core 
depth; Table 2.2, Figure 2.6A) are an order of magnitude higher than sub-ice shelf and 
grounding-zone distal sediment facies observed in the region (Witus et al., 2014; Smith et al., 
2019). Clast orientation is parallel to bedding (Figure 2.6C), which along with observed soft-
sediment deformation and sediment draping above clasts is characteristic of IRD released from 
the base of floating ice settling through the water column. The prevalence of concentrated 
meltwater silt laminae within clast-rich diamicton in core KC04 may record subglacial meltwater 
drainage beneath this region of western Thwaites Glacier when the grounding zone was nearer to 
the core site (Figure 2.9B). Lithology transitions upcore of ~30 cm (Figures 2.5, 2.6A) from 
stratified diamicton to laminated and bedded sediments with IRD-rich layers. These sediments 
are characterized by higher water content, finer mean grain size, and better sorting compared to 
the diamicton downcore (Figure 2.5), all of which are consistent with meltwater plume 
deposition.  

Pervasive bioturbation in meltwater endmember core KC33 is consistent with deposition 
in an open-marine setting. Various configurations of the TGT over the last ~12 years, prior to 
calving of iceberg B22, confirm open-marine conditions at the core site (cf. MacGregor et al., 
2012; Figure A2.3). Interestingly, the source of detritus in core KC33 appears to shift upcore 
from material originating from beneath eastern Thwaites Glacier to material from below western 
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Thwaites Glacier (Figures 2.4, 2.6A). This geochemical shift is not mirrored by substantial 
changes in grain size or other physical properties (Figure 2.5), suggesting consistent depositional 
processes for the sediments recovered at this site. Sediment mixing by bioturbation does not 
explain this shift, as the preserved laminae at the core base and the overlying bioturbated 
sediments have a distinct geochemical composition (mean Sr/Th from 250 cm core depth to core 
base = 6.4) from bioturbated sediments at the core top (mean Sr/Th from core top to 52 cm core 
depth = 8.3; Figure 2.6A). Given the strong meltwater signature of the sediments, we interpret 
the shift in geochemical signature to indicate rerouting of subglacial drainage beneath or 
emanating from Thwaites Glacier. Subglacial channel reorganization may be driven by changes 
in subglacial hydropotential, resulting from changes in glacier geometry (e.g., Carter et al., 2013) 
or supply of basal meltwater to the grounding zone (Simkins et al., 2021). Whether this shift in 
source material in KC33 reflects a migration or shutdown of a former meltwater drainage 
pathway, or the development of a new preferential drainage pathway cannot be constrained. A 
change in sediment source could also result from blocking or siphoning of sediment-laden 
meltwater plumes by the rugged bathymetry on the inner shelf seaward of Thwaites Glacier. 
Mean grain size increases slightly in the upper ~40 cm of the core, which may suggest 
strengthening of ocean currents, but this grain-size change doesn’t occur contemporarily with the 
geochemical change. Stronger currents transporting meltwater plume deposits from offshore 
western Thwaites Glacier to the H1 high therefore does not explain this observed change in 
source material. These findings from KC33 provide evidence for a dynamic subglacial 
hydrologic network beneath Thwaites Glacier over the last ~10,000 years and implicate drainage 
reorganization in association with major ice-configuration changes.  

Structurally, the laminations defining over half of the sediments in core KC67, and the 
lowermost part of core KC33, resemble those of modern sub-ice shelf sediments recovered from 
below the Pine Island Glacier ice shelf (Smith, J.A. et al., 2017), paleo-sub ice shelf sediments in 
the Ross Sea (Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018), and sediments offshore the eastern 
Antarctic Peninsula (Subt et al., 2017) and of Ryder Glacier in Greenland (O’Regan et al., 2021). 
The consistency of laminae thicknesses in KC67 (Figures 2.6A, 2.6E) suggests a pulsing outflow 
of sediment-laden subglacial meltwater while the uniform downcore geochemistry (Figure 2.4) 
implies drainage along a persistent subglacial pathway. Hydropotential calculations predict 
regionally-significant fluxes of subglacial meltwater to the grounding zone ~50 km from the site 
of core KC67 (Figure 2.1B; Le Brocq et al., 2013). This suggests that lateral plume migration 
and interactions between sediment-laden plumes and ocean currents may exert important 
controls on meltwater deposit distribution offshore the EIS. Preservation of laminations in KC67 
and lowermost KC33, which may be destroyed by bioturbation following ice-shelf retreat (Jung 
et al., 2019), supports deposition beneath a perennial ice canopy – floating ice that may include 
an ice shelf, ice mélange, and/or fast ice (cf. Milliken et al., 2009; Minzoni et al., 2015; Lamping 
et al., 2020). No age constraints are available for core KC67, although nearby core NBP99-02 
TC49, which consists of similar meltwater plume deposits (Figure 2.1B; Unit 1 from Witus et al., 
2014) that accumulated at ~0.086 cm yr-1. While the grounding-zone position is not assumed to 
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be static through the deposition of meltwater-derived sediments in KC33 and KC67, the absence 
of diamictons and general lack of IRD indicate a depositional environment consistently seaward 
of the sub-ice shelf basal debris zone (Smith et al., 2019; Prothro et al., 2018). The transition 
from the laminated to bioturbated facies above ~130 cm core depth occurs without major 
changes in grain size (Figure 2.5), suggesting suspension settling from buoyant meltwater 
plumes remains the primary mechanism of sedimentation (Figure 2.9A). Individual burrows are 
observed within laminated sediments as deep as 190 cm in this core (Figure 2.6A) which might 
indicate the presence of infaunal benthic organisms coeval with meltwater drainage beneath a 
floating ice canopy. 
  The inferred spatial variation in subglacial drainage style is intriguing, as floating ice and 
grounding-zone characteristics of the eastern and western parts of Thwaites Glacier also exhibit 
unique, albeit connected, patterns of behavior (Schroeder et al., 2016; Milillo et al., 2019; Miles 
et al., 2020; Alley et al., 2021). Overall, meltwater drainage delivering detritus offshore the slow-
flowing EIS is characterized as low-magnitude, yet persistent, with important implications for 
nutrient supply to marine ecosystems (Gerringa et al., 2012; Vick-Majors et al., 2020). Offshore 
the TGT, extending from the fast-flowing central axis of the glacier, stratified diamictons and 
normally-graded silts with occasional occurrence of IRD-bearing layers implicate meltwater 
drainage preceded floating ice-tongue (or ancestral ice shelf) retreat and a relatively recent 
increase in intensity of meltwater discharge events and volume of freshwater in the ice-shelf 
cavity.  
 
2.4.3 Connection of meltwater plumes to the contemporary ice-ocean system  
 

Release of subglacial meltwater into the ocean is thought to initiate hyperpycnal flows 
through rapid sediment loading (e.g., Noormets et al., 2009; Sutherland et al., 2020; King et al., 
2022). Although such interpretations are largely based on findings from the continental shelf 
edge and uppermost continental slope, the relative relief of H2, the established position of 
grounded ice on this high, and presence of sediment fans on its northern flank (Hogan et al., 
2020a) suggests similar processes are feasible close to Thwaites Glacier (cf. Dowdeswell et al., 
2015). In flume experiments, hyperpycnal currents initiated by convective sedimentation (i.e., 
driven by suspension settling) are most likely to form when the buoyant inflow is carrying a 
greater particle load (Davarpanah Jazi and Wells, 2020). Conceptually, the concentration of 
suspended detritus increases with discharge and hydraulic pressure gradients in subglacial 
channels (e.g., Alley et al., 1997; Swift et al., 2005; Gimbert et al., 2016), thus supporting a 
possible connection between observed thicker normally-graded silt layers and relatively higher 
magnitude of drainage events with heightened particle load mobilized by plumes. The intervals 
of KC08 that bear few calcareous microfossils, including foraminifera, suggest processes 
including meltwater-induced hyperpycnal transport, recycling and reworking by glacial advance 
and subsequent transport as IRD or buoyant interflows (i.e., plumes) are all possible. The single 
age of 520 cal BP (2σ 318-674) from 52-60 cm core depth therefore provides a maximum 
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depositional age, and the concentration of relatively thicker graded silt layers above this depth 
may imply an increase in magnitude of drainage events in recent centuries.  
  Based on the spatial distribution of core sites and collective data presented here, we find 
evidence that plume deposits blanket the upper 5-10 cm of seafloor along the EIS and TGT.  
Thickness of deposits increases substantially (i.e., 3+ meters; the thickness of meltwater 
endmember cores) with increasing distance from the ice margin. These results suggest that 
contemporary plumes transport suspended detritus between 5 and 66 km from grounded ice to 
these core sites (Figure A2.2). Plume deposits on shallow topographic highs (<400 m water 
depth) and in deep troughs (>1000 m water depth) indicate plumes travel at relatively shallow 
depths in the water column, consistent with observations of the glacial meltwater-enriched layer 
in the ASE (Biddle et al., 2019). Furthermore, recent oceanographic work has detected fresher, 
glacial meltwater emanating from beneath the TGT (Wåhlin et al., 2021). This water is routed 
seaward toward the trough from which KC08 was recovered (Figure 2.1B; Wåhlin et al., 2021). 
While the source is presumed to be sub-ice shelf and/or grounding-zone ice melt, the 
sedimentary evidence of meltwater-derived deposition in cores KC04 and KC08 suggests 
subglacial drainage is an important contributor to this freshwater signal. Conversely, the 
substantial inflow of warm water to the east of H2 (Figure 2.1B; Wåhlin et al., 2021) supports 
the likelihood of enhanced turbulent mixing with fresh meltwater outflow along the grounding 
zone of western Thwaites Glacier, as is recently suggested for neighboring Pine Island Glacier 
(Nakayama et al., 2021). Numerical modelling of channelized drainage pathways beneath 
Thwaites Glacier predicts persistent drainage that discharges beneath the TGT (Hager et al., 
2022). In some instances, these predicted locations of channelized drainage coinciding with 
grounding-zone embayments, which has also been observed in bathymetric records from the 
Ross Sea (Simkins et al., 2018).  
  Release of large quantities of freshwater and sediment into the marine system from paleo-
subglacial basins can occur due to changes in subglacial hydraulic conditions (Lowe and 
Anderson, 2003; Nitsche et al., 2013; Witus et al., 2014; Kuhn et al., 2017; Simkins et al., 2017; 
Prothro et al., 2018). Bathymetry in the modern Thwaites ice-shelf cavity inferred from airborne 
gravity measurements reveals isolated basins (Millan et al., 2017; Jordan et al., 2020) similar in 
scale to those seaward of the grounding zone (Nitsche et al., 2013; Hogan et al., 2020a) in which 
subglacial meltwater is likely to have ponded (Witus et al., 2014; Kuhn et al., 2017; Kirkham et 
al., 2019). It is possible that these paleo-subglacial basins now beneath the contemporary ice 
tongue served as reservoirs for subglacial meltwater and sediment, and that higher-magnitude 
drainage events responsible for thicker graded silt packages were triggered by grounding-zone 
retreat. This model is also called on to explain the extensive meltwater facies observed seaward 
of Pine Island Glacier (Witus et al., 2014) and in association with previously expanded ice 
streams elsewhere, such as in Marguerite Bay (Anderson and Fretwell, 2008). The role of basins 
as reservoirs of subglacial meltwater helps resolve discrepancies between higher-magnitude 
drainage events implied by the sediment record and annual estimates of subglacial meltwater 
production within the Thwaites Glacier catchment (Joughin et al., 2009; Le Brocq et al., 2013; 
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Kirkham et al., 2019).  
  Subglacial lakes and channelized and distributed drainage beneath Thwaites Glacier have 
been inferred from airborne and on-ice geophysical investigations (Schroeder et al., 2013, 2016; 
Clyne et al., 2020) and remote sensing data (Smith B.E. et al., 2017; Hoffman et al., 2020). We 
can envision a subglacial plumbing network wherein efficiency and connectivity increase 
downstream with increasing basal water and ice-surface slope (cf. Schroeder et al., 2013). With 
the integration of sediment core interpretations, we hypothesize these ‘higher order’ channels 
transport detritus characterized by Mode 1 in suspension to the grounding zone and release it into 
the marine environment within discrete meltwater plumes. Channelized subglacial drainage 
could also be responsible for the distinct and consistent geochemical signal of meltwater plume 
deposits observed offshore from the EIS and the TGT (Figure 2.4). Such a conceptual model is in 
line, both in scale and in space, with outputs from recent hydrologic modeling studies predicting 
subglacial meltwater pathways and channelized drainage beneath past and modern Thwaites 
Glacier (Kirkham et al., 2019; Hager et al., 2022). While the ‘cascading’ of subglacial water 
between lake basins upstream of the modern grounding zone (Smith B.E. et al., 2017) is not 
associated with significant changes in ice-flow dynamics (Hoffman et al., 2020), the release of 
such volumes of water to the grounding zone, where it could induce a dramatically different ice 
response, has not yet been observed. Catchment-wide estimates of basal melt production beneath 
Thwaites Glacier in its modern (Joughin et al., 2009) and Last Glacial Maximum (Kirkham et al., 
2019) configurations vary between ~5-12 km3 a-1; subglacial meltwater pooling and episodic 
evacuation from such reservoirs may be responsible for triggering downslope gravity flows and 
producing the thicker graded silt layers recovered offshore the TGT. As grounding-zone retreat 
of Thwaites Glacier is expected to continue through the coming decades (Joughin et al., 2014; 
Seroussi et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018), changes in subglacial hydraulic potential may cause the 
release of increasing amounts of freshwater from upstream reservoirs, leading to potential 
amplification of existing drivers of submarine ice melt and delivery of sediments to the ocean.  
 
2.5 Conclusion 
 
 Sedimentary evidence seaward of Thwaites Glacier confirms the existence and 
persistence of a frequently active and historically long-lived subglacial hydrologic system. We 
find quantitative and qualitative evidence that sediments transported in, and deposited from, 
meltwater plumes generated beneath Thwaites Glacier are not only similar to those extinct 
sedimentary systems described offshore from other Antarctic glacier systems, but are also 
suggestive of subglacial erosive and/or hydrologic processes that occur independent of subglacial 
geology. Geochemical signatures demonstrate the utility in evaluating meltwater drainage 
persistence, or transience, of subglacial drainage pathways through time. We identify 
sedimentary evidence that suggests an increase in magnitude of meltwater drainage beneath the 
TGT in recent centuries, and speculate that subglacial drainage may have preceded or 
accompanied recent ice-tongue unpinning. Drainage patterns inferred in association with 
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Western Thwaites Glacier differ from those of Eastern Thwaites Glacier, where persistent, low-
magnitude meltwater drainage is long-lasting, yet transient in its preferred pathways. The 
evidence of persistent drainage beneath floating ice underscores the potential for turbulent 
mixing at the grounding zone to be an important factor for the Thwaites Glacier system. 
Omission of processes related to subglacial meltwater drainage from models of grounding-zone 
retreat (Yu et al., 2018), calculations of ice-shelf melt rates (Seroussi et al., 2017), evaluations of 
ice-shelf stability (Alley et al., 2021), and flux of freshwater into the Southern Ocean 
(Adusumilli et al., 2020) likely leads to inaccurate estimations and results. In the context of 
several prior studies presenting evidence of active subglacial drainage accompanying and 
preceding grounding-zone retreat, our results demonstrating persistent drainage of subglacial 
meltwater in recent millennia are potentially another ominous signal pointing toward the 
impending retreat of Thwaites Glacier. 
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Table 2.1. Location, water depth, and recovery of the five Nathaniel B. Palmer (NBP) cores 
investigated in this study. Bathymetric highs H2 and H1 as defined by Hogan et al. (2020a). KC 
= Kasten core. TGT = Thwaites Glacier Tongue; EIS = Eastern Ice Shelf. 
 

 
 
 
Table 2.2. Raw and calibrated radiocarbon dates. Calibration was performed using Marine20 in 
CALIB v.8.2. A marine reservoir age of 1,117 14C years from living (rose bengal stained) mixed-
assemblages of foraminifera in surface sediments of core NBP19-02 MC16 was used to obtain a 
ΔR value of 617 (Figure 2.1B). 

Cruise Core Latitude 
° S 

Longitude 
° W 

Water Depth 
m 

Recovery  
cm Geographic Region 

NBP19-02 KC08 74.94 107.38 1186 297 

 
~20 km offshore TGT; 

deep trough 
 

NBP19-02 KC04 74.95 106.88 469 252 

 
West of TGT; 

localized basin on H2 
high 

 

NBP20-02 KC33 74.64 106.18 397 297.5 

 
Thwaites EIS; 

northwest corner of 
H1 high 

 

NBP20-02 KC67 74.84 104.46 613 297 

 
Bathymetric high east 

of Thwaites EIS 
 

NBP19-02 KC23 75.07 104.23 677 213.5 Thwaites EIS corner 

ETH 
Lab ID Cruise Core Interval 

cm 
14C Age  
yr BP 

CALIB 
Age 

cal yr BP 

CALIB Age 
 2σ cal yr BP Dated Material 

105650 NBP19-02 KC04 62-70 1430 ± 90 270 26-478 Calcareous foraminifera 

105651 NBP19-02 KC04 92-100 1630 ± 50 450 282-622 Calcareous foraminifera 

105652 NBP19-02 KC04 122-130 1675 ± 60 490 302-654 Calcareous foraminifera 

105656 NBP19-02 KC08 52-60 1705 ± 60 520 318-674 Calcareous foraminifera 

113920 NBP20-02 KC33 290-295 9695 ± 90 9630 9325-9967 Calcareous foraminifera 
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Figure 2.1. Regional map and locations of sediment cores used in this study. Bathymetry of the 
eastern Amundsen Sea Embayment (A) and in the vicinity of Thwaites Glacier (B). Data in Figure 
1B were primarily collected on cruises NBP19-02 (Hogan et al., 2020a) and NBP20-02 and are 
gridded at 50 m. Bathymetry defining much of the eastern margin of the Eastern Ice Shelf was 
collected during the iStar project cruise JR294. Additional bathymetry and bed topography are 
from BedMachine (Morlighem et al., 2020), and sub-ice shelf bathymetry is from Jordan et al. 
(2020). Red and blue arrows denote inflow of warm water and outflow of meltwater-laden fresher 
water, respectively, from Wåhlin et al. (2021). Grounding-line data are from Rignot et al. (2011) 
and Milillo et al. (2019) and coastline data are from the Antarctic Digital Database. Subglacial flux 
is from the Quantarctica dataset and was originally published by Le Brocq et al. (2013). Stars 
approximate where modeled subglacial channels coincide with the Thwaites Glacier grounding 
zone (Hager et al., 2022).   
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Figure 2.2. Grain-size distributions of sediment core samples (n=196) on a semi-log axis plotted 
against volume percent. Core locations are denoted by color in the inset map in panel (A). (A) All 
samples exhibit varying degrees of ~5 micron Mode 1 and ~11 micron Mode 2, similar to 
meltwater deposits described elsewhere along the continental shelf in the Pacific Sector of 
Antarctica. (B) Instrumental comparison for grain-size distributions of previously published 
meltwater deposits from the western Ross Sea (see inset in Figure 2.1A) collected during cruises 
NBP98-01 (KC54 26 cm) and NBP1502 (KC17 170 cm; KC24 79 cm) and published in Prothro 
et al. (2018) and Simkins et al. (2017). In the lower panel are samples KC33 200-202 cm and KC67 
50-52 cm from Thwaites Glacier (TG) shown for reference. 
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Figure 2.3. Smear slide images and corresponding grain-size distributions for select samples. 
Images were taken under plane-polarized light. Grain-size distributions shown for corresponding 
intervals have the same axis labels as in Figure 2.2B. Panels examine grain-size Modes 1 and 2 in 
intervals (A) within the same core, (B) from cores from different geographic locations, and (C) in 
surface sediments. (A) Core KC04 is dominated by poorly-sorted, ice-shelf proximal sediments 
(left) but contains discrete layers of purely terrigenous and relatively well-sorted fine silt (right). 
(B) KC08 (left; offshore from TGT) and KC23 (right; EIS corner). Grain size Modes 1 and 2 are 
caused by terrigenous grains that are present in variable amounts despite geographical difference 
between sites. (C) KC67 is dominated by Mode 1 grains and features sparse, complete diatom 
frustules. 
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Figure 2.4. Sediment core geochemistry. (A) Downcore concentrations of selected trace elements 
in ppm. Core legend is given in the upper-right corner of the Ni plot. (B-C) Immobile trace 
elemental ratios Th/Zr and Sr/Th plotted against Ti. Element ratios of surface sediment samples 
(< 63 microns) representative for the detrital input into the eastern Amundsen Sea Embayment 
(ASE, sites 30-33 of Simões Pereira et al., 2018) and the western ASE (sites 34, 36, and 38 of 
Simões Pereira et al., 2018) in the vicinity of Thwaites Glacier are shown for reference. The 
vertical dashed line indicates a division between eastern and western geochemical signals. 
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Figure 2.5. Downcore lithology, physical sediment properties, and sedimentary structures for each 
core. GS = grain size; MS = magnetic susceptibility; WC = water content; SS = shear strength. 
Sedimentary structures and stratigraphy are further discussed in Figure 6 with the added context 
from computed tomography images. Linescan MS profiles and discrete MS profiles are plotted 
together as a line and closed circles, respectively. Discontinuous linescan MS profiles can result 
from uneven core surfaces (e.g., KC04). Note the difference in scale of MS and Mean GS between 
cores. 
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Figure 2.6. Greyscale computed tomography (CT) images of sediment cores collected offshore 
Thwaites Glacier. (A) CT image next to linescan photo. Downcore Sr/Th is imposed on core KC33 
and reflects a gradual change in sediment source. Dates (cal yr BP) are shown alongside the 
corresponding interval. Refer to Table 2.2 for error bounds. Colored vertical lines denote core 
sections shown in (B-F). (B-F) Sediment facies described in this study with annotations. Long-
axis orientation for clasts of varying sizes is traced in diamicton facies (C) and (F). Note that more 
than one sediment facies is observed within each core. 
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Figure 2.7. Biplot projecting 
results of PCA. Variance in 
principal component (PC) 1 is 
largely controlled by grain-size 
parameters and water content while 
PC2 variance is influenced by trace 
element concentrations. The 
surface sample (0-2 cm) for each 
core is indicated by an enlarged 
symbol, and concentration ellipses 
are drawn to include the 95th 
percentile.   

 
 

 
 
Figure 2.8. Frequency analysis of sediment layers observed in cores offshore the TGT. (A) 
Downcore frequency of sediment facies categorized as massive diamicton (Dm), graded silt layers 
and stratified diamicton (Ds), in addition to laminations and beds within facies Ds (lams). (B) 
Representative grain-size distributions for each sediment facies. Note that ice-rafted debris in Ds 
includes only the sand fraction and not coarser clasts. (C) Thickness of graded layers throughout 
core KC08. Boxplot denotes 75% of all graded layers are >= 2.5 cm. While thick (i.e., >=5 cm) 
graded layers are concentrated in the upper 70 cm of the core, a comparable layer is observed at 
~280 cm depth. 
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Figure 2.9. Cartoon of contrasting meltwater drainage styles inferred offshore from the EIS and 
TGT. Callouts show general depositional settings, not exact locations, of sediment facies presented 
in Figure 6. Grounding-line positions are not exact. (A) Persistent, low-magnitude drainage 
emanating from beneath eastern Thwaites Glacier. Settling from suspension dominates here, likely 
beneath a perennial canopy of floating ice. (B) Downslope gravitational transport sourced from 
sediment-laden meltwater plume deposits. Hyperpycnal flow delivers coarse silts and occasionally 
fine sands to trough, where fine silts and clays settle from suspension.  
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Chapter 3: Insights into glacial processes from micromorphology of silt-sized sediment 
 
Adapted from: Lepp, A.P., Miller, L.E., Anderson, J.B., O’Regan, M., Winsborrow, M.C.M., 
Smith, J.A., Hillenbrand, C.-D., Wellner, J.S., Prothro, L.O., and Podolskiy, E.A., The 
Cryosphere, https://tc.copernicus.org/preprints/tc-2023-70 (preprint).3   
 
3.1 Introduction 
 

The distribution and transmission of water beneath ice sheets influences subglacial 
sediment deformation (Alley et al., 1986; Boulton et al., 2001; Iverson, 2010) and, subsequently, 
ice-flow dynamics (e.g., Stearns et al., 2008; Gustafson et al., 2022; Livingstone et al., 2022 and 
references therein). As quantities of ice sheet surface melt production and drainage to the ice 
sheet bed are modeled to increase in coming decades (Trusel et al., 2015; Lenaerts et al., 2016; 
Flowers, 2018; Gilbert and Kittel, 2021), continued efforts towards a nuanced understanding of 
subglacial hydrology at all scales is needed. Marine sediment cores collected from deglaciated 
continental shelves record discrete meltwater drainage events and persistence of subglacial 
drainage pathways with temporal resolutions of centuries to millennia (Witus et al., 2014; 
Prothro et al., 2018; O’Regan et al., 2021; Jennings et al., 2022; Lepp et al., 2022). Numerous 
marine sediment cores collected offshore of extant continental ice sheets have recovered 
distinctive meltwater plume deposits (MPDs) that, upon integration into glaciomarine facies 
models and bathymetric observations, have revealed connections between subglacial hydrologic 
activity and ice-marginal behavior prior to and during glacial retreat (Simkins et al., 2017; 
Prothro et al., 2018; O’Regan et al., 2021). However, very little work has been done to infer 
pertinent details of paleo-subglacial hydrology, such as evolution of drainage pathways or 
sediment mobilization within subglacial meltwater flow, using subglacially-sourced MPDs.  

Research characterizing MPDs has largely relied on grain size (Witus et al., 2014; 
Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018, 2020), magnetic susceptibility (Witus et al., 2014; 
Smith et al., 2017), stratigraphy (O’Regan et al., 2021; Lepp et al., 2022; Lešić et al., 2022; 
Jennings et al., 2022; Clark et al., 2023), and water content (Streuff et al., 2017; Lepp et al., 
2022; Clark et al., 2023). In acoustic data, sediments comprising MPDs appear stratified and 
drape the seafloor topography (Witus et al., 2014; Hogan et al., 2020b; Jennings et al., 2022; 
Lepp et al., 2022; Roseby et al., 2022) reflective of suspension settling, and may infill 
bathymetric lows or basins (e.g., Nitsche et al., 2013; Witus et al., 2014; Roseby et al., 2022). In 
sediment cores, MPDs are often laminated or thinly bedded, where subtle variation in grain size 
between laminae may be indicative of varying plume dynamics, magnitude, or proximity of the 
ice margin (Ó Cofaigh and Dowdeswell, 2001; O’Regan et al., 2021; Jennings et al., 2022; Lepp 

 
3 APL: conceptualization, data curation, formal analysis, investigation, methodology, project administration, 
software, visualization, writing – original draft. LEM: conceptualization, funding acquisition, methodology, project 
administration, resources, supervision, writing – review & editing. JBA: conceptualization, funding acquisition, 
writing – review & editing. MO, MCMW: conceptualization, resources, writing – review & editing. JAS: funding 
acquisition, resources, writing – review & editing. CDH, JSW: funding acquisition, writing – review & editing. 
LOP, EAP: resources, writing – review & editing.  
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et al., 2022; Roseby et al., 2022). Shared grain size modes (Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 
2018), and more recently geochemical similarities (Lepp et al., 2022), between tills, ice-proximal 
deposits, and MPDs from the same region reflect a common subglacial origin. Furthermore, the 
grain-size distributions of MPDs collected offshore several Antarctic glacial systems are 
strikingly similar despite regional variations in subglacial geology (Halberstadt et al., 2016; 
Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018; Lepp et al., 2022), suggesting the glacial and/or 
glaciofluvial processes that produce these distinctive sedimentary deposits operate on an ice-
sheet scale. The aforementioned processes, however, are poorly understood and hypothesized 
mechanisms for subglacial mobilization and sorting of MPDs observed offshore (e.g., Schroeder 
et al., 2019) have not been empirically evaluated.  

Grain shape is considered to be a cumulative function of bedrock geology, effects of 
weathering on preexisting sediments, and sediment transport mechanisms (Mahaney, 2002) and 
is a powerful proxy for inferring sediment transport history and depositional setting (e.g., Oakey 
et al., 2005; Campaña et al., 2016; van Hateren et al., 2020), but has been underused in studies 
that characterize glacial deposits. Of those sparse works, many employ Fourier grain-shape 
analysis to identify harmonic ranges describing grain elongation, roughness, and transport 
history (Wellner et al., 2011; Livsey et al., 2013; Witus et al., 2014; Charpentier et al., 2017; 
Robinson et al., 2021; Clark et al., 2023). In Pine Island Bay, West Antarctica, a comparison of 
grains from tills and meltwater deposits showed differences in elongation but little variation in 
grain roughness (Witus et al., 2014), providing support for the use of grain shape in glaciomarine 
environments as an indicator of subglacial sediment transport. Complementary to grain shape, 
grain microtextures have been more widely examined on glaciogenic grains (Mahaney, 2002; 
Vos et al., 2014). Suites of microtexture assemblages are associated with different geneses, and 
have been useful in distinguishing sources of ice-rafted debris (Immonen, 2013; St. John et al., 
2015; Passchier et al., 2021), inferring relative ice volume on glacial-interglacial timescales 
(Cowan et al., 2008), and evaluating distance of proglacial transport (Sweet and Brannan, 2016; 
Křížek et al., 2017). A micromorphologic (i.e., grain shape and microtexture) approach to 
examine MPDs and the tills from which they are sourced thus has the potential to reveal process-
based details of hydraulic transport and grain-size production in subglacial environments.   

This study combines a quantitative and qualitative approach to characterize grain 
micromorphology (encompassing grain shape and microtexture) of MPDs and tills, or ice-
proximal diamictons, from six glaciated and formerly glaciated settings in both hemispheres: 
Ryder Glacier, Thor Iversenbanken, Marguerite Trough, Pine Island Glacier, Thwaites Glacier, 
and the Ross Sea (Figure 3.1). We aim to determine whether MPDs have diagnostic grain-shape 
distributions and microtexture assemblages and to explore how grain-shape alteration of MPDs 
from their source materials may record details of subglacial sediment transport and subglacial 
plumbing through time. 
 
3.1.1 Bathymetric and glaciological settings of study sites 
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Ryder Glacier drains from the northwestern Greenland Ice Sheet into the Lincoln Sea 
through the Sherard Osborn Fjord (O’Regan et al., 2021). Cores sampled for this study were 
recovered from an along-fjord transect at sites ranging in water depths from 238 m to 633 m 
(Table 3.1). Cores from the shallowest water depths (RYDER19-8PC and RYDER19-9PC) were 
collected atop a prominent bathymetric sill lying close to the modern ice tongue calving line 
(O’Regan et al., 2021). Glaciomarine sediments derive from both clastic and carbonate 
sedimentary sources (Henriksen et al., 2009; O’Regan et al., 2021). Early Holocene retreat of 
Ryder Glacier from the fjord mouth, as well as late Holocene retreat following a glacial 
readvance, coincide with periods of relatively warm Arctic air temperatures (Lecavalier et al., 
2017; O’Regan et al., 2021).    

Cores from Thor Iversenbanken in the central Barents Sea were collected from a 
bathymetric region featuring interconnected basins and channels (Esteves et al., 2022) 
approximately 15 km from the flow path of the Sentralbankrenna paleo-ice stream (Bjarnadóttir 
et al., 2014, Esteves et al., 2017). This basin-channel system is interpreted as a series of paleo-
subglacial lake basins located beneath non-streaming ice (Esteves et al., 2022), and 
sedimentological analyses of cores from this region provide evidence for active subglacial 
drainage between basins (Esteves et al., 2022). The cores included in our study, CAGE-15-5-
1221 and CAGE-15-5-1222, were recovered from an adjacent bank area and from within the 
lower-most basin, respectively (Esteves et al., 2022). Deglaciation of the central Barents Sea is 
constrained to the late Pleistocene (e.g., Winsborrow et al., 2010) and supraglacial input to the 
subglacial hydrological system is inferred from the deglacial landform record (Shackleton et al., 
2023). The relict Barents Sea Ice Sheet is heralded as a good analog for the West Antarctic Ice 
Sheet, due in part to similarities in size and sedimentary subglacial geology (Andreassen and 
Winsborrow, 2009).  

The relict Marguerite Trough Ice Stream drained the Antarctic Peninsula Ice Sheet, 
extending nearly 400 km from the modern coastline to the continental shelf break during the Last 
Glacial Maximum (LGM; Ó Cofaigh et al., 2014). Geomorphic evidence of ice streaming and a 
network of channels and remarkably deep (900 m) basins is preserved on the deglaciated 
continental shelf (Ó Cofaigh et al., 2005; Anderson and Fretwell, 2008; Livingstone et al., 2013). 
Cores in this study were recovered from within moderately deep basins (Table 3.1) to the west of 
George VI Trough (Kennedy and Anderson, 1989). The tills sampled for this study are composed 
primarily of metamorphic rock fragments and quartz, while the MPDs are rich in silt-sized quartz 
and feldspar grains (Kennedy and Anderson, 1989). While sediment cores recovered from 
Marguerite Bay often contain thick units of diatomaceous and organic-rich sediments, the MPD 
samples in this study were taken from units where siliceous microfossils and organic materials 
were virtually absent (Kennedy and Anderson, 1989). Initial retreat of the Marguerite Trough Ice 
Stream occurred coeval with meltwater pulse 1a approximately 14 thousand years (ka) before 
present (Kilfeather et al., 2011). 

Thwaites and Pine Island glaciers drain into the eastern Amundsen Sea Embayment and, 
during the LGM, coalesced, reaching the outer continental shelf (Kirshner et al., 2012; Larter et 
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al., 2014 and references therein). Retreat across Pine Island Bay initiated during the late 
Pleistocene and continued in distinct stages until the grounding lines for Pine Island and 
Thwaites glaciers largely stabilized within ~100 km of their current positions by ~10 ka ago. 
(Hillenbrand et al., 2013; Nitsche et al., 2013; Witus et al., 2014; Lepp et al., 2022). Cores used 
in this study (Table 3.1) were collected on the mid- and inner shelf from a variety of bathymetric 
settings, including atop an ice-proximal bathymetric high and on a ridge beneath the Pine Island 
Ice Shelf (Smith et al., 2017). Volcanic and plutonic rocks, largely felsic in composition, 
underlie the Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers (Smith et al., 2013; Schroeder et al., 2014; Simões 
Pereira et al., 2020), and large sedimentary basins upstream have been identified by 
aeromagnetic surveys (e.g., Muto et al., 2016) and inferred by observations of kaolinite-rich 
sediments offshore (Hillenbrand et al., 2003; Ehrmann et al., 2011; Simões Pereira et al., 2020). 
Geothermal heat flux is elevated in the region (Damiani et al., 2014; Schroeder et al., 2014; 
Dziadek et al., 2021).   

Cores collected from the western Ross Sea were recovered from bank tops (NBP1502 
KC22; Halberstadt et al., 2018) and from topsets and toes of grounding-zone wedges (NBP1502 
KC17, KC19; Prothro et al., 2018) in water depths ranging from 354-549 m (Table 3.1). At the 
LGM, the East Antarctic Ice Sheet occupied the western Ross Sea (e.g., Anderson et al., 2014), 
however, unlike other glacial systems described, landforms on the seafloor indicate that 
grounded ice did not extend to the continental shelf margin (Greenwood et al., 2012; Halberstadt 
et al., 2016). High geothermal heat flux is inferred in the western Ross Sea (Simkins et al., 2017) 
based on the proximity of core sites to volcanic seamounts (Rilling et al., 2009), a rifting zone 
(Cooper et al., 1987), and measurements (Blackman et al., 1987 and references therein). Tills 
from this region are composed largely of felsic lithic fragments (Licht et al., 2005). 

 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
 

A total of 49 sediment samples from MPDs, tills, and ice-proximal glaciomarine 
diamictons from the regions described in Section 3.1.1 were gathered for grain-shape analysis 
(Figure 3.1; Table 3.1). For glacial systems from which subglacial till was not available (e.g., 
Thwaites Glacier), MPD grains were compared directly to ice-proximal diamicton grains. Other 
systems from which both subglacial till and ice-proximal diamicton were available (e.g., Pine 
Island Glacier) compared MPD grains against all diamicton grains, merging grains from both 
subglacial and ice-proximal deposits. While subglacial till and ice-proximal diamicton differ in 
their depositional environments and processes, the sediment transport processes responsible for 
grain-shape alteration are largely the same and are distinctly different from sediment transport 
via subglacial meltwater; therefore, incorporating materials from both subglacial till and ice-
proximal diamicton in comparison against MPDs is appropriate to address the goals of this study.  

In addition, sediments from basal ice recovered from Siple Dome in the Ross Sea 
drainage sector of West Antarctica, fringe debris (i.e., sediment entrained into basal ice through 
infiltration of ice into sediment pore spaces; Rempel, 2008; Meyer et al., 2019) from Pope 
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Glacier in the Amundsen Sea drainage sector of West Antarctica, and supraglacial cryoconite 
debris from Qaanaaq Glacier in Northwest Greenland, underwent the same suite of analyses and 
are used to contextualize the micromorphologies observed in our primary sample populations 
(Table 3.1).   
 
3.2.1 Grain-shape analysis  
  

Bulk sediment samples were treated with sodium metaphosphate to deflocculate clays for 
48 hours prior to analysis. Tills, ice-proximal diamictons, and basal ice debris were sieved at 500 
microns (µm) to isolate matrix material. To remove organics from cryoconite, samples were 
placed in a hot water bath at 100 °C and 15% H2O2  was added in 1 mL increments until at least 
two hours elapsed with no observable reaction. While it is possible for glaciomarine sediments 
containing organics to be reworked in till and ice-proximal diamicton and for organics to occur 
within MPDs, prior studies of the samples used here report organics are either barren or occur in 
trace amounts in sediments (e.g., Kennedy and Anderson, 1989; Prothro et al., 2018; O’Regan et 
al., 2021; Lepp et al., 2022; Clark et al., 2023). Therefore, H2O2 treatment was not applied to all 
core samples. Aliquots of sediment from a homogenized slurry were introduced into a Bettersizer 
S3 Plus sampling reservoir where grain size was measured through laser diffraction. Thousands 
of images of grains from the same aliquot were subsequently captured using the integrated 
microscope charge-coupled device camera. Images captured with the 10x objective were 
exported for shape analysis because this magnification preferentially captures finer grain sizes, 
including the silt-sized range prevalent in MPDs, than the 0.5x objective. The lower detection 
limit for the 10x objective is 0.8 µm; to avoid sampling bias skewed towards that threshold or 
towards clay minerals, images of grains finer than 2.4 µm were excluded from analysis 
(Crompton et al., 2019).  

A MATLAB script for grain-shape analysis (doi to PANGAEA dataset pending) 
randomly selected 200 unique images from each sample, processed images to distinguish 
foreground from background, converted images from grayscale to binary, and calculated three 
dimensionless metrics on the binarized shapes using the “regionprops” function (Figure 3.2). The 
metrics considered include eccentricity, circularity, and solidity, and collectively provide 
information about grain form (i.e., roundness) and shape (regularity). Evaluating distinct shape 
metrics, rather than harmonic ranges or grain roughness as employed by studies referenced 
above, allows us to consider the magnitude of variability for each parameter within the context of 
the other measurements. To test the null hypothesis that grain shapes found in meltwater deposits 
and subglacial/ice-proximal diamictons from the same glacial systems are indistinguishable, we 
performed a two-type Z-test on the means of each group for each shape metric considered 
(probability p < 0.05). We calculate 95 % confidence intervals from 1,000 bootstrap replicates 
for those samples and metrics showing statistically significant differences in means. 
 
3.2.2 Microtexture analysis 
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Based on the quantitative grain shape output, a subset of samples was imaged by a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) for microtexture analysis. An aliquot of the deflocculated 
sample was pipetted from a homogenized slurry and dispensed onto a 63 µm sieve, where a 
fraction that passed through was collected onto a piece of weigh paper. Once dried, a section of 
the weigh paper was mounted, sputter coated (Au-Pd), and imaged using an FEI Quanta 650 
field-emission gun in high vacuum mode. We followed the traditional approach to microtexture 
analysis, targeting quartz grains as they are widespread across depositional environments and 
highly resistant to weathering (Vos et al., 2014). Grain composition was verified as quartz 
through the Oxford AZtec energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS) program prior to imaging.  

Grains were categorized by relief (high to low, following Mahaney, 2002) and roundness 
(angular to rounded, after Vos et al., 2014). Presence or absence of a suite of microtextures 
associated with glacial transport (cf. Passchier et al., 2021) and fluvial environments (cf. Vos et 
al., 2014; Křížek et al., 2017) were identified and calculated in frequency of occurrence (%) for 
each sample (Figure 3.3). Percent overrepresentation is calculated as the difference between 
mean frequencies of occurrence by sample type for each texture. Microtexture identification 
primarily followed Mahaney (2002), yet because this canonical reference focuses on the sand 
fraction, textures on some grains were counted based on appearance rather than the specified 
scale. For example, Mahaney (2002) specifies arcuate and straight steps occur on the >5 µm 
scale, while we observed this feature on finer scales (Figure 3.3).  
 
3.3 Results 
 
3.3.1 Grain-shape distribution of meltwater plume deposits and tills 
 

Of the metrics considered, eccentricity shows the greatest statistical variance between 
glacial systems, with standard deviations of 3.4 % and 4 % between medians of all MPD and till 
or ice-proximal diamicton samples, respectively. Grains from the Marguerite Trough Ice Stream 
encompass the widest spread of eccentricities for all regions considered, with an average 
interquartile range of 0.25. Thor Iversenbanken and Marguerite Trough samples contain grains 
that are generally more eccentric relative to the other four systems. Of those other four systems, 
Ryder Glacier, Thwaites Glacier, Pine Island Glacier, and Ross Sea, distributions of grain 
eccentricity are strikingly similar with interquartile ranges from 0.38 to 0.66 for both grain 
populations (Figure 3.4), though the median eccentricity for Thwaites Glacier grains is slightly 
elevated at 0.53. Marguerite Trough Ice Stream is the only system where eccentricities of MPD 
and till grains are highly significantly different, reflecting MPD grains that are notably less 
elongate compared to their source material.  Eccentricity of MPD and till grains from Pine Island 
Glacier were determined to be significantly different, again with MPD grains being less elongate 
(Table 3.2).  
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On average, the most circular grains are found in Ross Sea MPDs (mean: 0.63, median: 
0.64) while the least circular grains are found in tills from the Thor Iversenbanken (mean: 0.55, 
median: 0.56). The median circularity of MPD grains is higher compared to tills for all six 
systems, but differences in means are statistically significant only for Ryder Glacier, Pine Island 
Glacier, and Ross Sea samples (Figure 3.4). Interestingly, interquartile ranges for MPDs from 
Marguerite Trough Ice Stream and Thwaites Glacier do not show enhanced circularity relative to 
source material. Instead, compared to their respective source populations, these MPDs appear to 
have restricted subsets of circularities with similar medians as their corresponding till samples. 
An intercomparison of MPDs from all systems, with the addition of plume deposits from three 
systems with no till counterparts, reveals modest variability between interquartile range for all 
MPDs (0.51-0.69) with no clear regional trend (Figure 3.5). MPDs from Marguerite Trough are 
less circular than other Antarctic deposits and have interquartile ranges very similar to those 
samples from the Barents Sea (Thor Iversenbanken and Kveithola) and the Nares Ice Stream. 
Ryder Glacier and Petermann Ice Stream MPDs have the widest interquartile ranges with median 
values similar to samples from PIG and the Ross Sea, respectively. Some regional differences in 
circularity, like in NW Greenland where glaciers have similar catchment areas and meltwater 
sources (Figure 3.1, 3.5), likely reflect varied mineralogy: Petermann Glacier detritus is higher in 
calcite and dolomite (Jennings et al., 2022), Nares Ice Stream detritus in quartz and micas 
(Jennings et al., 2022), while Ryder Glacier detritus consists of both carbonate and clastic 
sedimentary materials (O’Regan et al., 2021) and shows an interquartile range of grain 
circularity between the other two. Yet, NW Greenland MPDs have similar distributions of grain 
circularity to West Antarctica MPDs (Figure 3.5) and Ryder Glacier tills are more irregular than 
West Antarctic tills (Figure 3.4), alluding to impacts on MPD grain shape unrelated to source 
geology. We also note that the circularity distributions for MPDs from all systems overlap with 
one another and are largely confined between values of 0.4 and 0.8 (Figure 3.5).  

Solidity describes regularity of grain perimeters, and the interquartile ranges for Ryder 
Glacier, Thor Iversenbanken, Pine Island Glacier, and the Ross Sea demonstrate shifts to 
enhanced grain regularity from tills to MPDs, with highly statistically significant differences for 
all but the Thor Iversenbanken (Figure 3.4). As with circularity, MPD grains from Marguerite 
Trough and Thwaites Glacier exhibit a narrower interquartile range of solidities than is found in 
corresponding till samples; the mean and median distribution for each grain population is 
virtually the same for these systems. The median solidity for tills from Ryder Glacier, Thor 
Iversenbanken, and Marguerite Trough is all 0.61, while those from Pine Island Glacier, 
Thwaites Glacier, and the Ross Sea are slightly higher (0.628-0.634).  

We acknowledge that grain size, and therefore image resolution (Figure 3.2), may have 
some influence on the observed grain-shape distributions. However, none of the distributions for 
any metric considered are strongly skewed towards upper or lower limits as we would expect if 
image resolution were controlling the distribution of shape values. These results suggest that the 
preventative measures integrated into the methodology (removing grains below 2.4 µm; random 
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selection of grains to use in analysis) sufficiently removed any grain-size bias from the 
quantitative grain-shape results.  
 
3.3.2 Microtexture observations  
 

A total of 132 grains were imaged from four MPDs (n grains = 63) and four tills/ice-
proximal diamicton (n grains = 69; Table 3.1). Imaging was attempted on approximately twice 
that number of samples, however the fine-grained and electrostatic nature of MPDs presented 
challenges in isolating quartz grains in the silt fraction, and many samples imaged were 
dominated by clays and had fewer than 10 quartz grains. The eight samples included in 
microtexture observations imaged between 12 and 20 quartz grains, which is within the range 
considered to be representative for any given SEM sample (cf. Vos et al., 2014).  

We observe suites of microtextures characteristic of glacial transport on quartz grains at 
the micron to sub-micron scale (e.g., Figure 3.3d) in both till and MPD populations, indicating 
microtexture analysis on glaciogenic silts is both feasible and results in meaningful data. Angular 
grains and grains with high relief are found to be overrepresented in till samples compared to 
MPDs by 31 % and 10 %, respectively (Figure 3.6). Conversely, grains with subangular and 
subrounded shape, as well as low relief grains, occur in higher abundance in MPDs (Figure 3.6). 
Round grains are comparably rare in till and MPD samples, and grains with medium relief are 
the most abundant relief type in both sample populations (Figure 3.6). All step and fracture 
textures that are attributed to high stress, grinding, plucking, and abrasion in glacial 
environments (Vos et al., 2014; Passchier et al., 2021) are overrepresented in till grains, ranging 
from 3 % (sawtooth fractures) to 18 % (straight steps) more common than in MPDs (Figure 3.6). 
Additionally, breakage features including blocks, concavities, and plates are observed in 
moderate (≤ 50 %) abundance in both grain types and are largely overrepresented in tills.  

Fluvial microtextures imparted to grain surfaces through intergranular collisions during 
transport in suspension are observed on both till and MPD grains, but with abundances ≤ 25 % 
are not pervasive features (Figure 3.6). V-shaped percussion cracks and impact pits are 
overrepresented in MPD grains by only 5 % and 2 %, respectively, while meandering ridges are, 
somewhat surprisingly, overrepresented in till/ice-proximal diamicton grains by 4 %. Notably, 
grains in MPDs exhibit edge rounding 26 % more often than is observed in till and ice-proximal 
diamicton samples. It is important to note that, while differences in average frequencies allow us 
to compare microtexture abundance between tills and MPDs, nearly all textures are observed in 
some abundance in both populations. In other words, overrepresentation of a suite of textures in 
one grain type does not reflect absence, or even low abundance, of that feature in the other grain 
type. Edge abrasion and linear fractures, for example, are both overrepresented in till grains, but 
are seen on over 50 % of grains in both populations. 
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3.4 Discussion 
 

We find that quantifiable, significant differences in grain shape exist between MPDs and 
tills in some regions, as well as between MPDs from different regions, and that those differences 
can be both quantified using an automated imaging approach and, generally, verified 
qualitatively with microscopy. Here, we consider potential reasons for those variations and 
discuss implications for subglacial sediment transport processes, with an emphasis on subglacial 
hydrology. 
 
3.4.1 Widespread subglacial sediment transport processes 
 

Despite the variation in subglacial lithology, catchment size, glacial histories, and 
source(s) of basal meltwater for the glacial systems considered (Figure 3.1), we find that three-
quarters of all grains studied can be described by approximately one-quarter of possible grain 
morphologies, alluding to highly efficient and ubiquitous erosive processes that likely operate on 
catchment-wide scales. Through these processes, grains with extreme morphometries (i.e., highly 
elongated/rounded, or highly irregular/regular) are either not produced in abundance or such 
extremes are short-lived. Variability between glacial systems likely reflects differences in 
regional substrate geology and mineralogy, glacial history (i.e., textural maturity of sediments), 
distance of transport, volume of meltwater present, or some combination of those factors (Figure 
3.1). If regional geological and mineralogical variability were driving differences in grain shape 
distributions, it is likely that would manifest most clearly in eccentricity because this metric 
could capture relative proportions of equant and elongated or platy minerals (e.g., Marsaglia et 
al., 2013). Yet, median eccentricity for all MPD grains varies by only ~8 % between systems 
(Figure 3.4), suggesting geological differences do not fully explain all variation in the 
dataset. Additionally, no distinctive grain-shape populations emerge that separate 
(predominately) hard bed from soft bed systems (Figure 3.1), further implying that source 
material alone does not explain the minor intrasystem variance.  

When we consider the shape distributions for supraglacial debris, basal ice debris, and 
basal fringe debris in relation to tills and MPDs from those regions, the erosive power of 
subglacial sediment transport becomes abundantly clear (Figure 3.7). Circularity of cryoconite 
grains from Qaanaaq Glacier, NW Greenland, and basal ice debris from Siple Dome, West 
Antarctica, is highly significantly different (Z >> 3.0) from grain circularity of tills recovered 
from nearby glacial systems. These references reflect materials completely or relatively unaltered 
through subglacial transport, both at the ice surface and beneath an ice dome where ice advection 
and subglacial sediment transport is expected to be minimized compared to basal ice debris from 
beneath ice streams or at ice margins (e.g., Knight et al., 2002; Christoffersen et al., 2010).  

Less pronounced alteration is observed between grains from “dirty ice” of Kay Peak, 
Pope Glacier and those tills and ice-proximal diamictons in the eastern Amundsen Sea (Thwaites 
and Pine Island glaciers; Figure 3.7c, d). Sediment entrainment, transport, and release from the 
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ice fringe depends on the thermal and pressure conditions of basal ice (Rempel, 2008; Iverson et 
al., 2017) and is, therefore, spatiotemporally transient in nature. It logically follows that 
differences in grain circularity are more pronounced between till and basal ice debris or 
cryoconite grains than between till and fringe debris, because the latter has likely undergone 
transport processes at the ice-bed interface prior to fringe entrainment. Within our suite of 
samples from the Ross Sea, a clear grain-shape continuum emerges from basal ice debris, ice-
proximal diamicton, subglacial till, and MPDs where interquartile ranges incrementally shift 
towards higher abundance of circular grains (Figure 3.7e). The intermediate grain characteristics 
implied within glacial-marine diamicton samples likely reflect inclusion of till pellets (Domack 
et al., 1999; Cowan et al., 2012; Prothro et al., 2018; Robinson et al., 2021) from basal ice into 
ice-marginal or gravity flow deposits. The differences we see between MPDs and till sources are 
more subtle than those between tills and basal ice debris, with the exception of Ryder Glacier 
(discussed in more detail in the next section).  

The added context gleaned from grain micromorphology of supraglacial and basal ice 
debris indicates that all MPD, till, and diamicton grains in this study experienced alteration 
through subglacial sediment transport processes, like grain rotation and grinding, that occur 
predominantly in dilatant, deforming tills (Evans et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2021). Such tills 
are associated with high basal water pressures and streaming of glacial ice (e.g., Boulton et al., 
2001; Evans et al., 2005; Reinardy et al., 2011; Rüther et al., 2012). Thus, this finding suggests 
most grains experienced some degree of transport and alteration beneath fast-flowing ice, i.e. 
conditions that were also inferred from other paleo-subglacial records, such as subglacial 
bedforms and till properties, in the studied regions (Nitsche et al., 2013; Esteves et al., 2017; 
Jakobsson et al., 2018; Munoz and Wellner, 2018; Simkins et al., 2018; Kirkham et al., 2019, 
2020; Hogan et al., 2022). No geomorphic evidence of ice streaming exists on Thor 
Iversenbanken (Esteves et al., 2022), however, and sediment grains from this area may have 
experienced morphological alteration through shearing or brittle deformation (e.g., Evans et al., 
2006) that produced a slightly more irregular, elongate shape signature (Figure 3.4).  

The general homogeneity in grain morphology we observe may reflect the lasting impact 
of grain cushioning, whereby fines fill interstitial spaces between larger till clasts and, through 
grain rolling, act to absorb and dissipate tensile stresses along grain bridges (Iverson et al., 1996; 
Menzies, 2012; Robinson et al., 2021). This effect has been shown to produce a self-similar 
grain-size distribution (Iverson et al., 1996), and it is possible the same may be true for grain 
shape. While the volume of subglacial meltwater influences how grains through a till column 
will be mobilized and therefore indirectly affects grain-shape alteration through the processes 
discussed above, our data suggest subglacial sediment transport is chiefly responsible for 
producing the largely homogenized grain shape distributions we observe. We acknowledge, of 
course, the Sisyphean challenges associated with untangling inherited grain shape from earlier 
glacial cycles or interglacial subaerial sediment transport (Evans et al., 2006), but do not think 
our inability to do so detracts from the findings of near grain-shape homogeneity in tills and 
MPD silts from a geographically-diverse sample population. 
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3.4.2 Production of meltwater silts 
 

Subglacial processes responsible for generating glacial silts and the “terminal grain-size 
mode”, or the smallest size to which a grain can be comminuted based on its mineralogical 
structure, have been explored through field observations and controlled experiments (e.g., 
Dreimanis and Vagners, 1971, 1972; Iverson et al., 1996; Crompton et al., 2019). Those works 
have largely converged on abrasion as a widespread, dominant process in subglacial 
environments (Alley et al., 2019) that drives comminution by exploiting weaknesses in the 
mineral fabric of larger grains (Haldorsen, 1981; Crompton et al., 2019), and the microtextural 
signatures of abrasion on grain surfaces include different step and fracture types (e.g., Mahaney, 
2002; Passchier et al., 2021). Furthermore, abrasion beneath glacial ice has been credited with 
rounding grain shape (Hart, 2006; Rose and Hart, 2008), which is consistent with the degrees of 
solidity and circularity in our results, particularly for those most mature (i.e., undergone 
reworking by multiple glacial advance and retreat cycles) sediments from West Antarctica 
(Figures. 3.4, 3.5).  

We observe microtextures resulting from abrasive processes, including conchoidal 
fractures, arcuate and straight steps, parallel and sub-parallel fractures, on a large proportion of 
grains from both MPD and till samples (Figure 3.6). The abundance of fracture types, edge 
abrasion, and other microtextures imparted through sustained stress and grinding in addition to 
the low occurrence of v-shaped percussions on both grain populations strongly suggests the 
grain-size production of the ~10 µm meltwater-silt mode results from abrasion and grinding at 
the base of glacial ice, rather than the comminution of grains during subglacial hydrologic 
transport (e.g., Schroeder et al., 2019). Witus et al. (2014) reached a similar conclusion after 
examining sand microtextures from MPDs and tills collected offshore PIG (material which we 
also include in this study, Table 3.1). Collectively, our results provide grain-scale evidence 
supporting an inferred subglacial origin for MPDs based on shared grain-size modes (Witus et 
al., 2014; Simkins et al., 2017; Prothro et al., 2018) and geochemical similarities (Lepp et al., 
2022) with till and ice-proximal diamicton. 

Although we did not include samples from each study region due to methodological 
challenges (e.g., insufficient number of quartz grains present on sample stub, adhering particles 
obscuring quartz grain surfaces), we have found meaningful results from the data subset and 
have conducted what we believe to be the first quartz microtextural analysis on the silt grain-size 
fraction. In addition to mechanical textures that offer insight into subglacial sediment transport, 
we also observed silt grains that retained pre-weathered surfaces and showed signs of silica 
dissolution. We encourage future microtextural investigations inclusive of, or focused on, the silt 
fraction because of the additional context those grains may hold for glacial histories, sediment 
transport processes, or paleoclimate reconstructions of glaciated or formerly glaciated regions. 
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3.4.3 Subglacial hydrological inferences from grain micromorphology 
 

While we do not observe homogeneity in grain-shape distributions of MPDs as striking 
as is seen with grain size (e.g., Witus et al., 2014; Prothro et al., 2018; Jennings et al., 2022; 
Lepp et al., 2022), we do find that median circularity (Figure 3.5) and eccentricity of all MPDs in 
this study vary by less than 10 % and that distributions overlap with one another; however, 
because shape distributions also overlap with till and ice-proximal diamicton grains, we cannot 
describe the MPD grain-shape distributions as diagnostic. Similarly, we do not observe pervasive 
evidence of glaciofluvial transport in surface microtextures on MPDs (Figure 3.6). These 
deposits are described as comprising largely silt and clay with grain-size modes at or below the 
sortable silt fraction (10–63 µm; Witus et al., 2014; Prothro et al., 2018; Jennings et al., 2022; 
Lepp et al., 2022). Fine silts in coastal settings (e.g., Manning et al., 2013) and glacial 
environments (e.g., Greco and Jaeger, 2020) behave cohesively and will form floccules with 
clays, which has important implications for plume migration and dispersal of MPDs into the 
marine environment. Silt floccules in the same size range as MPDs are experimentally shown to 
be stable in both freshwater and saline conditions at current speeds up to 25 cm s-1 (Yawar and 
Schieber, 2017). In non-outburst style subglacial flow, aggregated meltwater silts would have 
less exposed surface area onto which intergranular collisions could impart microtextures (Vos et 
al., 2014). This aggregate shielding effect could explain both the paucity of fluvial microtextures 
and retention of mechanical textures observed on MPDs, and is consistent with inferred episodic, 
low-magnitude drainage styles offshore eastern Thwaites Glacier (Lepp et al., 2022).  

Alternatively, sluggish flow conditions and/or short transport distances may suffice to 
reduce grain relief and round edges but be insufficient to impart abundant fluvial microtextures 
(Figure 3.6). Microtexture studies on proglacial stream sediments find a positive correlation 
between transport distance and abundance of fluvial microtextures, but only after downstream 
transport distances between 3 km (Křížek et al., 2017) to at least 80 km (Sweet and Brannan, 
2016) of downstream transport. For an evolving or transient subglacial drainage network through 
which flow is not constant or channelized, grains may be mobilized in suspension for only brief 
(i.e., sub-kilometer) distances before being deposited or entrained in basal ice via supercooling, 
where alteration through intergranular collisions is minimal (Alley et al., 1997; Creyts and Clark, 
2010; Alley et al., 2019).  In the absence of supraglacial input to the bed, such continuous flow 
over several or tens of kilometers may not be sustained. Rather, grains comprising MPDs 
experience short “bursts'' of energy and entrainment (i.e., during subglacial lake drainage events) 
or mobilization within a sluggish, lower flow regime (i.e., through water films or distributed 
drainage) wherein fluvial microtextures are not expected (Mahaney, 2002; Sweet and Brannan, 
2016). Low flow regimes and modest grain alteration in sediments from Thwaites Glacier is 
consistent with stratigraphic inferences from marine sediment cores collected from the Thwaites 
Eastern Ice Shelf (Lepp et al., 2022; Clark et al., 2023), while for other systems, like Pine Island 
Glacier and the eastern Ross Sea, some MPDs are interpreted to have rapidly accumulated 
through intensive, potentially catastrophic, subglacial drainage events (Lowe and Anderson, 
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2003; Kirshner et al., 2012; Witus et al., 2014; Prothro et al., 2018). MPD grains are significantly 
more regular and rounded than till and ice-proximal diamicton grains in these systems, which 
may be the result of intensive, but short-lived, drainage events not recorded in the other glacial 
settings.  

The most significant intra-site grain-shape alteration we see is between subglacial tills 
and MPDs from Ryder Glacier. In some locations, MPDs deposited during early to mid-
Holocene retreat of Ryder Glacier are three to over five meters thick (O’Regan et al., 2021) 
indicating a highly active, well-connected subglacial drainage network coeval with elevated air 
temperatures and enhanced surface melt production (Lecavalier et al., 2017; McFarlin et al., 
2018). Such a drainage configuration and supply of meltwater to the ice bed would likely be 
capable of transporting water and sediments over long (i.e., 101-102 km) distances. We interpret 
grain-shape alteration for this system to result from the combination of younger, less rounded 
grains in the till source (Figure 3.4) and the input of supraglacial melt to the bed, as would be 
most common in temperate glacial conditions. While some glacial systems in West Antarctica 
show significant differences in grain solidity and circularity between grain populations, it is to a 
lesser magnitude than is observed in Ryder Glacier. We therefore infer that quantifiable 
alteration of grains through meltwater action can be achieved through continuous sediment 
entrainment over long distances (i.e., many tens of kilometers) or through high-energy outburst-
style flow, where a supraglacial supply of meltwater to the bed and younger, less reworked till 
grains can further enhance alteration. Conversely, the combination of mature till grains with 
poorly-developed channel networks, sluggish flow, and/or brief sediment transport distances may 
minimally or negligibly alter MPD grains from till sources. Results from Ryder Glacier suggest 
that a grain micromorphological approach may be valuable in distinguishing MPDs that have 
been sourced from subglacial systems with the influence of significant supraglacial input to the 
subglacial environment, compared to those with no supraglacial input. 
 
3.4.4 On subglacial basins as reservoirs and subglacial lake drainage 
 

Both model results (e.g., Carter et al., 2011) and satellite observations (Wingham et al., 
2006; Fricker et al., 2007; Bowling et al., 2019; Hoffman et al., 2020) indicate subglacial water 
can be stored in, and actively transmitted between, subglacial basins, demonstrating connected 
subglacial plumbing that mirrors basin-channel systems preserved on deglaciated continental 
shelves (e.g., Lowe and Anderson, 2003; Anderson and Fretwell, 2008; Kuhn et al., 2017; 
Simkins et al., 2017; Kirkham et al., 2019; Hogan et al., 2020b). The importance of subglacial 
lakes as reservoirs of glacial melt and sediments has been evoked to explain discrepancies 
between annual production of basal melt and volume of water required to mobilize quantities of 
MPDs observed offshore (e.g., Witus et al., 2014; Schroeder et al., 2019; Lepp et al., 2022). For 
example, the distribution of ~120 km3 of silts deposited offshore of Pine Island Glacier is 
interpreted to have been sourced in part by high-magnitude purging events of subglacial 
reservoirs of water and sediments (Witus et al., 2014). While our study includes samples from 
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those deposits (Table 3.1) and results indicate significant alteration in MPD grain regularity from 
Pine Island Glacier tills (Figure 3.4), neither our study nor the original found microtexture 
evidence expected from such high-energy sediment transport (Witus et al., 2014). 

In general, the discrepancies between our grain-shape results and theories and 
observations of subglacial hydrologic transport prompt a consideration of the extent to which 
sediments are cascaded (Siegfried et al., 2016; Malczyk et al., 2020; Livingstone et al., 2022) 
downstream along with water during subglacial lake drainage events. Beneath the contemporary 
West Antarctic Ice Sheet, flux of meltwater between subglacial lake basins has been indirectly 
observed over tens of meters beneath Thwaites Glacier (Hoffman et al., 2020; Malczyk et al., 
2020). Channelized meltwater drainage under modern Thwaites Glacier is inferred to extend to 
the grounding line from 50 km upstream (Schroeder et al., 2013), yet MPD morphologies from 
this region suggest discontinuous grain entrainment and sluggish flow (Figure 3.4). In the Thor 
Iversenbanken region of the central Barents Sea, paleo-subglacial channels connecting basins are 
~3-5 km in length (Esteves et al., 2022). While no Thor Iversenbanken samples were included in 
the microtexture analysis, the Z-scores indicate that grain shapes in till and MPDs are 
statistically the same (Table 3.2). This observation supports the importance of distance of 
subglacial hydrologic transport in altering glacial silt morphology (Sweet and Brannan, 2016; 
Křížek et al., 2017). Drainage between East Antarctic subglacial lakes is recorded over distances 
an order of magnitude higher (Wingham et al., 2006), implying that MPDs offshore the East 
Antarctic Ice Sheet could show a higher abundance of glaciofluvial microtextures and/or shape 
alteration from till grains. Recent insights from modern subglacial lake sediments recovered in 
the Siple Coast region of the Ross Sea drainage sector suggest that silt-sized sediment can indeed 
be mobilized downstream between basins (Hodson et al., 2016) and cores from subglacial lakes 
could represent a high-resolution record of drainage activity (Siegfried et al., 2023). We infer 
from the grain micromorphology results presented here, however, that a linear, downstream 
transport of glacial silt through subglacial plumbing networks enroute to the ocean is unlikely. 
Rather, the continued dominance of features indicating subglacial transport through till 
deformation, with only minimal overprint of fluvial or meltwater features, suggests that while the 
final mode of transport and grain sorting may be by subglacial meltwater, it is unlikely this 
sediment transport process dominates over large areas or for extended periods of time (cf. 
Simkins et al., 2023). 
 
3.5 Conclusions 
 

Quantitative grain shape and microtexture analyses elucidate whether the shape of silt 
grains abundant in MPDs record alteration by subglacial meltwater action from their till origins. 
By calculating grain shape metrics on thousands of grains from six different glacial systems, we 
find that three-quarters of grains can be described by approximately one-quarter of possible grain 
circularities, solidities, and eccentricities, providing evidence for efficient subglacial transport 
and erosive processes operating at the catchment-wide scale. We find that MPD grains preserve 
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surface textures diagnostic of sustained stress and subglacial grinding but only modest evidence 
of fluvial transport. This indicates that glacial processes are responsible for the unique grain-size 
production of MPDs and that, in general, alteration of grain micromorphology through 
hydrologic transport is recorded more prominently by edge rounding and enhanced grain 
regularity than by imparting of surface textures. We posit this may be due to an aggregate 
shielding effect and discontinuous transport distances and processes that are insufficient to leave 
a pervasive microtextural mark. While regional geology, glacial history, and catchment size 
likely influence variability in grain-shape distributions to a degree, these data suggest that the 
greatest grain-shape alteration occurs when till sources are younger and subglacial meltwater 
flux is in part supplied by supraglacial input. Grain micromorphology can be a valuable addition 
to traditional glacial and glaciomarine sediment analyses, in particular when subglacial drainage 
networks are suspected to have been very active (i.e., due to the input of significant supraglacial 
melt to the bed). Further, we encourage combined empirical and experimental studies that 
incorporate grain micromorphology to quantifiably connect grain-shape alteration with transport 
distance to better understand realistic subglacial sediment transport pathways to the ocean.   
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Table 3.1: Sample identification, coordinates, facies, water depth, associated glacial system or 
region, and reference for all samples used in this study. Relict glacial systems and regions that 
are no longer glaciated are italicized. ^ denotes meltwater plume deposits with no till 
counterpart. * indicates samples examined for microtexture analysis. Intervals indicate depth in 
the sediment core (with core top = 0) from which samples within the facies of interest were 
collected, and were chosen to avoid lithological boundaries.  Negative elevation indicates water 
depth to core site, while positive elevation is used for reference materials. Diam. = diamicton.  
 

 
Core ID 

 
Interval 

cm 

 
Latitude 

 
Longitude 

 
Elevation 

m 

 
Facies 

 
Glacial 

System/Region 

 
Reference 

Ryder19-6-GC 184-185 80.0095 -51.7408 -633 Meltwater Ryder Glacier 
 

O’Regan et al., 2021 

Ryder19-7-PC 594-595 81.9518 -51.5878 -559 Meltwater Ryder Glacier 
 

O’Regan et al., 2021 

Ryder19-7-PC * 878-879 81.9518 -51.5878 -559 Subglacial till Ryder Glacier 
 

O’Regan et al., 2021 

Ryder19-8-PC * 920-921 81.8928 -51.1315 -238 Subglacial till Ryder Glacier 
 

O’Regan et al., 2021 

Ryder19-9-PC * 622-623 81.8908 -50.9682 -274 Meltwater Ryder Glacier 
 

O’Regan et al., 2021 

Ryder19-9PC * 830-831 81.8908 -50.9682 -274 Meltwater Ryder Glacier 
 

O’Regan et al., 2021 

OD1507-18-GC ^ 160-161 81.6266 -62.2989 -520 Meltwater Petermann Glacier 
 

Jennings et al., 2022 

OD1507-31-PC ^ 560-561 81.6106 -64.3522 -569 Meltwater Nares Ice Stream 
 

Jennings et al., 2022 

CAGE-15-5-1221-GC 17-18 73.6098 34.6908 -253 Meltwater Thor Iversenbanken 
 

Esteves et al., 2022 

CAGE-15-5-1221-GC 32-33 73.6098 34.6908 -253 Meltwater  Thor Iversenbanken 
 

Esteves et al., 2022 

CAGE-15-5-1221-GC 48-49 73.6098 34.6908 -253 Subglacial till Thor Iversenbanken 
 

Esteves et al., 2022 

CAGE-15-5-1221-GC 61-62 73.6098 34.6908 -253 Subglacial till Thor Iversenbanken 
 

Esteves et al., 2022 

CAGE-15-5-1222-GC 103-104 73.6173 34.6011 -310 Meltwater Thor Iversenbanken 
 

Esteves et al., 2022 

CAGE-15-5-1222-GC 117-118 73.6173 34.6011 -310 Meltwater Thor Iversenbanken 
 

Esteves et al., 2022 

CAGE-15-5-1222-GC 126-127 73.6173 34.6011 -310 Subglacial till Thor Iversenbanken 
 

Esteves et al., 2022 

CAGE-15-5-1222-GC 133-134 73.6173 34.6011 -310 Subglacial till Thor Iversenbanken 
 

Esteves et al., 2022 

JM-KA09-GC ^ 341-342 74.8819 17.2035 -274 Meltwater Kveithola Ice Stream 
 

Rüther et al., 2012 

DF85-115-PC 145-146 -68.4433 -70.7633 -726 Meltwater 
Marguerite Trough 

Ice Stream 

 
Kennedy & Anderson, 

1989 

DF85-115-PC 180-181 -68.4433 -70.7633 -726 Meltwater 
Marguerite Trough 

Ice Stream 

 
Kennedy & Anderson, 

1989 

DF85-115-PC 200-201 -68.4433 -70.7633 -726 Subglacial till 
Marguerite Trough 

Ice Stream 

 
Kennedy & Anderson, 

1989 

DF85-115-PC 205-206 -68.4433 -70.7633 -726 Subglacial till 
Marguerite Trough 

Ice Stream 

 
Kennedy & Anderson, 

1989 

DF85-116-PC 26-27 -68.4833 -70.6000 -650 Meltwater 
Marguerite Trough 

Ice Stream 

 
Kennedy & Anderson, 

1989 

DF85-116-PC 82-83 -68.4833 -70.6000 -650 Meltwater 
Marguerite Trough 

Ice Stream 

 
Kennedy & Anderson, 

1989 

DF85-116-PC 102-103 -68.4833 -70.6000 -650 Subglacial till 
Marguerite Trough 

Ice Stream 

 
Kennedy & Anderson, 

1989 
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Core ID 

 
Interval 

cm 

 
Latitude 

 
Longitude 

 
Elevation 

m 

 
Facies 

 
Glacial 

System/Region 

 
Reference 

DF85-116-PC 143-144 -68.4833 -70.6000 -650 Subglacial till 
Marguerite Trough 

Ice Stream 

 
Kennedy & Anderson, 

1989 

OSO09-10 KC04* 3-4 -72.6971 -107.1105 -729 Meltwater Pine Island Glacier 
 

Witus et al., 2014 

OSO09-10 KC04 200-201 -72.6971 -107.1105 -729 Subglacial till Pine Island Glacier 
 

Witus et al., 2014 

OSO09-10 KC18 30-31 -73.3835 -106.871 -894 Meltwater Pine Island Glacier 
 

Kirshner et al., 2012 

OSO09-10 KC25 75-76 -73.2570 -107.1057 -838 Subglacial till Pine Island Glacier 
 

Kirshner et al., 2012 

PIG-B 1-2 -75.0754 -100.432 -725 Meltwater Pine Island Glacier 
 

Smith et al., 2017 

PIG-B 18-19 -75.0754 -100.432 -725 Ice- proximal diam. Pine Island Glacier 
 

Smith et al., 2017 

PIG-B 80-81 -75.0754 -100.432 -725 Ice- proximal diam. Pine Island Glacier 
 

Smith et al., 2017 

NBP20-02 KC26 * 70-72 -75.0215 -100.7513 -805 Ice- proximal diam. Pine Island Glacier 
 

This study 

NBP19-02 KC04 170-172 -74.94 -106.18 -469 Ice- proximal diam. Thwaites Glacier 
 

Lepp et al., 2022 

NBP19-02 KC13 10-12 -74.911 -106.953 -463 Meltwater Thwaites Glacier 
 

Clark et al., 2023 

NBP19-02 JGC11 62-63 -75.058 -107.299 -752 Ice- proximal diam. Thwaites Glacier 
 

Clark et al., 2023 

NBP19-02 KC15 * 80-82 -74.871 -106.333 -545 Meltwater Thwaites Glacier 
 

Clark et al., 2023 

NBP19-02 JGC17 6-7 -74.887 -106.316 -507 Meltwater Thwaites Glacier 
 

Clark et al., 2023 

NBP19-02 JGC17 106-107 -74.887 -106.316 -507 Ice- proximal diam. Thwaites Glacier 
 

Clark et al., 2023 

NBP19-02 KC23 60-62 -75.07 -104.23 -677 Ice- proximal diam. Thwaites Glacier 
 

Lepp et al., 2022 

NBP19-02 KC23 130-132 -75.07 -104.23 -677 Ice- proximal diam. Thwaites Glacier 
 

Lepp et al., 2022 

NBP20-02 KC33 200-202 -74.64 -106.18 -397 Meltwater Thwaites Glacier 
 

Lepp et al., 2022 

NBP20-02 KC67 50-52 -74.84 -104.46 -613 Meltwater Thwaites Glacier 
 

Lepp et al., 2022 

NBP15-02 KC17 170-171 -75.874 179.666 -549 Meltwater Western Ross Sea 
 

Prothro et al., 2018 

NBP15-02 KC19 115-116 -76.03 177.210 -455 Subglacial till Western Ross Sea 
 

Halberstadt et al., 2016 

NBP15-02 KC19 145-146 -76.03 177.210 -455 Subglacial till Western Ross Sea 
 

Prothro et al., 2018 

NBP15-02 KC22 * 115-116 -75.43 176.196 -354 Subglacial till Western Ross Sea 
 

Halberstadt et al., 2016 

NBP15-02 KC22 120-121 -75.43 176.196 -354 Subglacial till Western Ross Sea 
 

Halberstadt et al., 2016 

NBP15-02 KC24 79-80 -75.671 176.446 -450 Meltwater Western Ross Sea 
 

Simkins et al., 2017 

Qaanaaq_1A - 77.493 -69.242 372 Cryoconite Qaanaaq Glacier 
 

This study 

Qaanaaq_2A - 77.496 -69.229 456 Cryoconite Qaanaaq Glacier 
 

This study 

Qaanaaq_3A - 77.497 -69.200 556 Cryoconite Qaanaaq Glacier 
 

This study 

SDM94 - -81.643 -148.773 615 
 

Basal ice debris Siple Dome 
 

This study 

19-KP-H6 - -75.215 -110.960 84 Fringe debris  

 
Kay Peak,  

Pope Glacier 

 
 

This study 
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Table 3.2: Results of two-tailed Z test and associated p-values performed on grain shape of 
meltwater plume deposit and till populations from each system. Z scores are absolute values. 
Shape metrics with statistically significantly different populations (Z > 3.0) are shown in bold. 
Difference in means for those statistically significant metrics is presented with 95 % confidence 
interval calculated from 1,000 bootstrap replicates. Note the small values reflect both the range 
of the metric itself [0, 1] and supports the rejection of the null hypothesis that MPD and till 
sample populations are the same. Abbreviations of the glacial systems/regions are the same as in 
Figure 3.1.  
 

  Ryder  TI MTIS PIG TG Ross Sea 

  
Z-Score 

 
0.4131 

 
0.01381 

 
5.8839 

 
2.9297 

 
0.1616 

 
0.3673 

 
Aspect Ratio 

 
p-value 

 
0.680 

 
0.581 

 
4.008e-9 

 
3.39e-3 

 
0.872 

 
0.713 

  
Difference in Means 

 
- 

 
- 

 
1.91e-2  
!".$%&!"

'".()&!"
 

 
- 

 
- 

 

  
Z-Score 

 
11.313 

 
2.1265 

 
0.6375 

 
3.7678 

 
0.5258 

 
6.4984 

 
Circularity 

 
p-value 

 
< 2.2e-16 

 
0.173 

 
0.5238 

 
1.65e-4 

 
0.599 

 
8.12e-11 

  
Difference in Means 

 
5.30e-2  
!).)*&!"

')."+&!"
 

 
- 

 
- 

 
1.60e-2  
!+.$(&!"

'+.""&!"
 

 
- 

 

3.36e-2  
!%.,"&!#

')."+&!"
 

  
Z-Score 

 
0.6247 

 
0.4847 

 
4.7231 

 
2.5914 

 
0.0144 

 
0.2989 

 
Eccentricity 

 
p-value 

 
0.532 

 
0.386 

 
2.32e-6 

 
9.56e-3 

 
0.989 

 
0.765 

  
Difference in Means 

 

 
- 

 
- 

 
3.95e-2  
!%."(&!#

').-*&!#
 

 
- 

 
- 

 
 

  
Z-Score 

 
9.1276 

 
1.832 

 
0.1234 

 
3.214 

 
1.056 

 
5.377 

 
Solidity 

 
p-value 

 
< 2.2e-16 

 
0.0570 

 
0.9018 

 
1.31e-3 

 
0.291 

 
7.57e-8 

  
Difference in Means 

 
3.34e-2  
!..%$&!"

'".".&!"
 

 
- 

 
- 
 

 
1.05e-2  
!".-*&!"

'".*+&!"
 

 
- 

 
2.02e-2  
!".++&!"

'..**&!"
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Figure 3.1. Graphical map illustrating components of a glacial system that may influence grain-
shape alteration and meltwater production compare between study sites. Subglacial geology is 
binarized into hard (i.e., crystalline) and soft (clastic or carbonate sedimentary) beds. Relict 
glacial systems and deglaciated setting names are italicized. TI = Thor Iversenbanken, MTIS = 
Marguerite Trough Ice Stream, PIG = Pine Island Glacier, TG = Thwaites Glacier, Ross = Ross 
Sea, LGM = Last Glacial Maximum. 
 

 
Figure 3.2. Workflow for automated grain shape analysis. (A) Raw images captured by the 
Bettersizer S3 Plus, images post-processing, and in binarized forms. (B) Metrics and associated 
equations calculated for each grain. c = distance between ellipse foci and center; a = length of 
semi-major axis; A = area, P = perimeter, Ac = area of the convex hull that encompasses the 
grain. 
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Figure 3.3. Microtextures observed on quartz grains in the <63 µm size fraction (silt) from select 
till and meltwater plume deposit samples. Orange scale bar = 20 µm. Green scale bar = 5 µm. 
(A) Grain relief and (B) grain shape, following Mahaney (2002) and Vos et al. (2014), 
respectively. (C) Edge characteristics. (D) Fracture types characteristic of glacial transport, 
following grain types B-D from Passchier et al. (2021). Note the differences in scale bars. (E) 
Microtextures associated with fluvial transport, following Křížek et al. (2017). as = arcuate steps, 
b = breakage block, bc = breakage concavity, bp = broken plates, cf = conchoidal fracture, ea = 
edge abrasion, er = rounded edges, es = sharp edges, f = fracture face, ip = impact pit, lf = linear 
fracture, mr = meandering ridges, slf = sublinear fracture, ss = straight steps, up = upturned 
plates, v = v-shaped percussions.  
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Figure 3.4. Violin plots for paired MPDs and 
tills, or ice-proximal diamictons (Table 3.1), 
for each region with the number of samples 
from each grain type shown at the bottom of 
grain eccentricity. Box plots within each 
violin show the interquartile ranges. Those 
pairs outlined in solid green denote 
populations that are highly significantly 
different, while the dashed green line 
indicates pairs that are significantly different 
as determined by a two-type Z test. Refer to 
Figure 3.2 for shape metric equations. TI = 
Thor Iversenbanken; MTIS = Marguerite 
Trough Ice Stream, PIG = Pine Island 
Glacier, TG = Thwaites Glacier, Ross = Ross 
Sea. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Circularity of 
meltwater plume deposit 
grains with first and third 
quartiles indicated by 
dashed lines and the median 
by a solid line. Glacial 
systems are grouped and 
colored by region. Samples 
with no till counterpart are 
denoted by ^ (see also 
Table 3.1).  
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Figure 3.6. Overrepresentation and frequency of occurrence of microtextures in both grain 
populations observed on 132 quartz grains (63 MPD grains, 69 till/ice-proximal diamicton 
grains). Refer to Figure 3.3 for examples of microtextures. Angular grains and all fracture types, 
as well as edge abrasion, are overrepresented in till grains, whereas MPDs exhibit a higher 
proportion of subangular and subrounded grains with edge rounding. Many mechanical 
microtextures (e.g., fracture faces, linear and sublinear fractures) are observed at comparable 
frequencies in both grain populations.  
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Figure 3.7. Visualization of grain shape evolution. (A), (C), and (E) show grain circularity for 
supraglacial or basal ice reference material in comparison to glacial-marine diamicton, till, and 
meltwater plume deposits from a neighboring glacial system. SEM images of (B) cryoconite, (D) 
basal fringe debris, and (F) basal ice debris show highly fractured and elongated grains that are 
less common following subglacial transport. Note that in (C) the middle violin includes samples 
from ice-proximal diamicton from offshore Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers, as well as 
subglacial till samples from Pine Island Glacier (Table 3.1). Scale bar in (B), (D), and (F) is 20 
microns. 
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Chapter 4: Isotopic signals of subglacial meltwater drainage into the Amundsen Sea Sector 
of West Antarctica  
 
Conducted with support from: Lauren E. Miller, Jane K. Willenbring, Lisa C. Herbert, and 
Santiago Munevar Garcia. A manuscript in preparation for submission to Geophysical Research 
Letters.4  
 
4.1 Introduction 
 

Expulsion of fresh, subglacial meltwater into the ocean generates buoyancy-driven 
plumes that initiate at the grounding zone of marine-terminating glaciers (Hewitt, 2020). The 
migration and dynamics of those plumes have implications for submarine melting of floating ice 
shelves (Jenkins, 2011; Le Brocq et al., 2013; Alley et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2020), nutrient 
cycling (e.g., Hawkings et al., 2020; Herbert et al., 2020; Vick-Majors et al., 2020), ocean 
stratification and circulation (Begeman et al., 2018; Silvano et al., 2018; Hewitt, 2020 and 
references therein; Davis et al., 2023), and sediment transport offshore (Witus et al., 2014; 
Dowdeswell et al., 2015; Prothro et al., 2018; Lepp et al., 2022). Modern plumes emanating from 
the Greenland Ice Sheet and tidewater glaciers in Svalbard have been studied through remote 
sensing methods (e.g., Chu et al., 2009, 2012; Darlington, 2015; Dowdeswell et al., 2015), but 
such observations are limited in the Antarctic, where plume migration and transition to neutral 
buoyancy often occurs beneath floating ice. Marine sediment cores record evidence of meltwater 
discharge on longer timescales than observational data (e.g., Witus et al., 2014; O’Regan et al., 
2021; Jennings et al., 2022; Lepp et al., 2022), but proxies that relate sedimentary deposits from 
meltwater plumes to plume properties are lacking.  

Isotopic ratios of sediment porewaters from (de)glaciated environments are geochemical 
archives that can be used to study a wide array of processes, including biogeochemical cycling 
(e.g., Herbert et al., 2023), subglacial regelation and sediment entrainment (Iverson and Souchez, 
1996), paleo-subglacial hydrology (Kuhn et al., 2017, Neuhaus et al., 2021), and changes in past 
ocean salinity (e.g., Adkins et al., 2002). Because glacial ice and thus subglacial meltwater have 
a distinctly different stable water isotope ratio (δ18O and δD) than ambient ocean water (e.g., 
Hellmer et al., 1998; Meredith et al., 2018; Silvano et al., 2018; Biddle et al., 2019), sediment 
porewater may also record isotopic evidence of subglacial meltwater drainage into the ocean 
especially in ice-proximal regions, but this potential proxy has not previously been tested.  

In this study, we present stable isotope ratios of interstitial waters from ten sediment 
cores collected at varying distances to the calving line of marine-terminating glaciers in the 
eastern Amundsen Sea, including Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers and the glaciers feeding the 
Dotson-Getz ice shelf system (Figure 4.1). Downcore porewater profiles are interpreted 

 
4 APL: conceptualization, formal analysis, investigation, methodology, project administration, resources, software, 
visualization, writing – original draft. LEM: conceptualization, funding acquisition, methodology, project 
administration, resources, supervision, writing – review & editing. JKW: formal analysis, investigation, resources, 
supervision, validation. LCH: formal analysis, methodology. SMG: investigation, resources, software.  
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alongside changes in sediment facies and oxygen isotope concentrations as predicted by an 
isotope diffusive model. Additionally, for a select group of cores, we present ratios of meteoric 
to lithogenic (stable) beryllium isotopes of sediments at the same core depth from which 
porewater samples were collected. Meteoric 10Be is produced atmospherically through spallation 
reactions and is deposited to the Earth’s surface, including atop ice sheets and the open ocean, 
through precipitation or dust (Willenbring and von Blanckenburg, 2010). Subglacial drainage 
events therefore deliver above-background concentrations of meteoric 10Be into the ocean that 
adsorb to glaciomarine sediments. Normalizing meteoric 10Be to stable, terrestrial 9Be corrects 
for grain-size enrichments (e.g., Wittmann et al., 2012; Valletta et al., 2018), and this ratio has 
been measured in marine sediments from East Antarctica to identify periods of enhanced 
meltwater input into the ocean (Valletta et al., 2018; Behrens et al., 2022) and distinguish 
between glaciomarine depositional environments (e.g., sub-ice shelf or open marine; Yokoyama 
et al., 2016; White et al., 2019). These complementary data therefore not only provide an 
established proxy against which to interpret porewater profiles, but are also the first of their kind 
to be published from Amundsen Sea sediments and contribute to the growing terrestrial dataset 
of beryllium isotope measurements from the Antarctic.      
    
4.2 Methodology 
 
4.2.1 Porewater sampling and stable water isotope analysis 
 
 Sediment porewater samples were collected during three research cruises aboard the 
RV/IB Nathanial B. Palmer in 2019, 2020, and 2022 using Rhizon filters that extract sediment 
porewater through a 0.15 micron-filter using a vacuum. Rhizons can sample porewater at high-
resolution intervals (i.e., sub-cm vertical resolution; Seeberg-Elverfeldt et al., 2005; Herbert et 
al., 2023) from up to 50 m core depth while negligibly disturbing sediment stratigraphy (Dickens 
et al., 2007), an important advantage over the traditional squeeze method for porewater 
extraction. A comparison of porewater geochemistry collected using Rhizons and by squeezing 
found that, in general, both methods yield comparable results for oxygen isotopes (Miller et al., 
2014). A minimum of two milliliters (mL) of porewater was allowed to collect in the syringe 
before turning the luer lock and disconnecting the syringe from the Rhizon (Figure 4.2). 
Porewater was sampled from kasten cores at a varied resolution based on core recovery and 
lithology. Some sites had multiple deployments, including multicores which often recover a 
well-preserved sediment-water interface and a rosette of Niskin bottles, both of which provided 
reference material (Table 4.1). Reference waters were either siphoned or dispensed (multicore 
and Niskin bottle, respectively) into rinsed vials, but were not filtered.   

Samples were transferred from syringes into vials with no headspace, capped 
immediately, and wax sealed to prevent atmospheric exchange. Vials were stored at 4 °C and 
analyzed for oxygen and hydrogen isotope concentrations using a dual-inlet isotope ratio mass 
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spectrometer at the United States Geological Survey Reston Stable Isotope Lab in Reston, 
Virginia. Isotope ratios are reported using standard delta notation and are calculated by  
 

 𝛿!"𝑂 =	%
!"#$
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!"#$
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− 1( ∗ 1000	‰   Eqn. 1 
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&#'
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− 1( ∗ 1000	‰    Eqn. 2 

 
where the standard is Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW2). Two-sigma 
uncertainties are 0.2 per mille (‰) and 2 ‰ for δ18O and δD, respectively. We use these 
measurements to calculate deuterium excess, a metric which may vary in response to kinetic 
fractionation and can be indicative of different moisture origins (e.g., Masson-Delmotte et al., 
2005). Deuterium excess (d) is calculated according to Dansgaard (1964) using the equation 
 

𝑑 = 	𝛿𝐷 − 8 ∗	𝛿!"𝑂	‰    Eqn. 3 
 
 
4.2.2 Sediment porosity and isotopic diffusion modeling  
 
 Moisture content was collected on each core in 10-cm intervals, with increased 
measurements taken around lithological transitions or discrete event deposits. These data were 
first collected as percent mass lost between wet and 48-hour oven-dried bulk sediment, and were 
then converted to porosity following the methods outlined in Blake (2008) using a sediment 
density of 2.7 g cm-3 and a seawater density of 1.024 g cm-3. Our 1-D vertical diffusion model 
solves the diffusion equation 
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using the forward Euler method, where downcore changes in isotopic concentration are 
calculated every 0.5 cm according to the analytical solution 
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where C is the calculated concentration, Cs is isotopic concentration at the water-sediment 
interface, C0 is the concentration in the upcore interval, Dsed is the diffusion coefficient for the 
isotope in sediment, y is core depth, and t is total time (Turcotte and Schubert, 2014). The model 
is run for a total t of 10,000 years, which corresponds to the assumed maximum time of sediment 
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accumulation based on deglacial history and radiocarbon age constraints in core NBP20-02 
KC33 (cf. Chapter 2; Lepp et al., 2022). At the start of each run, we assumed porewater through 
the core was in isotopic equilibrium with the reference material (Table 4.1) and that the boundary 
layer at the sediment-water interface is small enough to not resist diffusion. For each sediment 
core, mean porosity was calculated by facies modified from prior studies (Table 4.2, Lepp et al., 
2022; Clark et al., 2023). For cores published in this study, assigned facies were based off of 
shipboard lithologic descriptions and following the aforementioned references. Facies include 
laminated silty clay (Sl), bioturbated silty clay (Sb), laminated sandy silt (Ssl), massive 
diamicton (Dm) and stratified diamicton (Ds). Mean facies porosity was then used to calculate a 
facies-averaged value of Dsed using: 
 

𝐷$), = 𝐷 ∗ 6
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	      Eqn. 6 

 
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the modeled isotope in water, α is a constant describing 
the ratio between viscosity of the bulk solution to that of the interstitial solution (assumed here to 
be 1, after Li and Gregory, 1974; Neuhaus et al., 2021), and θ is tortuosity. For a porous medium, 
tortuosity describes the ratio between the actual flow path length and the straight-line distance 
(Bear, 1988) and is calculated as  
 

𝜃 = 𝛼 − 	ln	(𝜑2)     Eqn. 7 
 
where 𝜑 is sediment porosity (Boudreau, 1996). Between all ten cores, the diffusion coefficients 
used here ranged between 2.213e-2 and 2.508e-2 m2 y-1 for glaciomarine sediments and between 
1.57e-2 and 1.93e-2 m2 y-1 for glacial diamicton (Table 4.2). The coefficients derived for 
diamicton facies are consistent with those used for isotopic modeling of δ18O through subglacial 
till recovered from Subglacial Lake Whillans (Neuhaus et al., 2021). Previous, analogous studies 
deemed advection to have a negligible effect on water isotope composition on similar timescales 
and at much greater sediment thicknesses than considered here (>40 m of glaciogenic clays and 
tills; Remenda et al., 1994). Additionally, shear strength measurements for cores are quite low 
(cf. Chapter 2, Lepp et al., 2022; Clark et al., 2023) indicating that, on the depth scale considered 
here, marine sediments from this region have experienced minimal sediment compaction that 
would encourage advection (e.g., Dickens et al., 2007); therefore, we consider diffusion only.   
 
4.2.3 Beryllium isotope leaching and analysis 
 

Bulk sediment from discrete intervals from which porewater was extracted was oven-
dried for 48 hours at 60 °C. We placed ~0.5 g into an acid-cleaned 15 mL centrifuge tube and 
prepared a number of chemical solutions to measure the native 9Be and to extract and purify the 
meteoric 10Be. To extract the amorphous oxide-bound beryllium, samples were leached in an 
ultrasonic bath at 50 oC for 24 hours via a 10 mL solution of 0.5 M HCl. An aliquot was 
extracted for later elemental analysis via inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-
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MS). To extract the crystalline oxide-bound beryllium, 10 mL of 1 M hydroxylamine 
hydrochloride solution was added to the centrifuge tubes with the sediment and placed into the 
ultrasonic bath at 70 oC for 4 hours with manual over-head shaking every 10 minutes. An aliquot 
was extracted, combined with the other aliquot for ICP-MS (adapted from Ebert et al. (2012)), 
and then diluted with 2% v/v nitric acid. Analysis was performed on an Agilent 8900 triple 
quadrupole ICP-MS attached to an Agilent SPS-4 autosampler at Stanford University, where the 
employed methods were developed and optimized for the best sensitivity for beryllium (Table 
A4.1). Instrumental blanks were run in parallel with samples and were below the detection limits 
for all analyzed elements.  

Leachate solutions were spiked with ~200 mg 9Be carrier and homogenized before 2 mL 
HF was added. This solution was dried down then dissolved in 2 addition mL of 50% HF acid 
and dried down completely. To remove Ca, Al, Mg, and other fluorides, 10 mL of ultrapure 
water was added to the residue and leached on a hot plate for 1 hour. The remaining liquid 
containing water-soluble Be was removed via pipette and purified following protocol from von 
Blanckenburg et al. (2004) that was adapted for meteoric beryllium. The solution was filtered 
through a series of columns containing either anion or cation resin conditioned with 6 M HCl and 
0.4 M oxalic acid, respectively, that removes unwanted Fe and Al while Be is allowed to filter 
through. Lastly, hydroxides of Be were precipitated from the solution that had been eluted from 
the cation exchange column by adding ammonia drop-wise until pH ~9. During this step, any 
remaining K, Na, Ca, and Mg were left in solution. After precipitation, we separated the 
supernate and the sample precipitate by centrifuge and washed it with distilled water and 
reprecipitated it to remove any remaining Boron (an isobar of 10Be). The Be(OH)2 precipitate 
was then dried for 2 hours at 80 oC, then overnight at 200 oC and then oxidized by flame at >850 
oC to form BeO. We then pressed the BeO and Niobium powder into cathodes for accelerated 
mass spectrometry analysis at the Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry at Lawrence 
Livermore National Lab (Table 4.3).  
 
4.3 Results and discussion  
 

Prior studies that leveraged stable water isotopes of sediment porewater found the most 
reliable isotopic signals to be preserved in clay-rich sediments due to low permeability that 
prevents porewater displacement through diffusive or advective flow (e.g., Remenda et al., 1994; 
Kumar et al., 2020). Sedimentological characterizations of cores from this region, including 
some of the same cores used in this study, indicate that meltwater plume deposits and diamicton 
matrices contain high proportions (~20-45 %) of clay-sized grains (Lepp et al., 2022; Clark et al., 
2023). This context increases our confidence that the measured porewater signals are, in general, 
representative and have not been substantially altered post-deposition.  

Regardless of the isotopic composition of the initial interval, diffusive processes alone 
are unable to explain the observed composition of sampled sediment porewater (Figure 4.3). 
While, in general, both the diffusive model and sampled porewater indicate a shift towards 
isotopically lighter porewater downcore, diffusion-based predictions of porewater chemistry are 
an order of magnitude lower than is observed in most sediment cores (Figure 4.3; Figure A4.1). 
Additionally, stable isotope signatures for reference materials vary by only ~0.6 ‰ across the 
entire study site; if diffusive processes were primarily governing downcore isotopic 
concentration in sediment porewaters, we would expect the observed porewater compositions to 
mirror one another closely. Instead, we see a range of 9.81 ‰ between measured isotopes from 
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all cores (max = 0.54 ‰, min = -9.27 ‰) which supports interpretation of porewater 
composition as a reflection of environmental conditions and water source. Miller et al. (2014) 
found that, compared to porewater extraction via whole-round squeezing, δ18O measured from 
Rhizon samples are on average 0.04 ‰ higher (i.e., more enriched) which they attribute to 
diffusive fractionation through the filter membrane. Again, these discrepancies are an order of 
magnitude lower than the observed variability we see and thus we discount such processes as 
having an important effect on our results or interpretations (Figure 4.3; Figure A4.1). 

While variation in deuterium excess does not appear to be related to core location, we 
find that δ18O is significantly (p < 0.05) more depleted at increasingly southern latitudes and 
eastern longitudes (Figure 4.4), though the correlation is weak (r2 < 0.2). This corresponds to an 
overall isotopically lighter porewater signal sampled from core locations that are closer to the ice 
margin, and lighter porewater in cores proximal to Thwaites and Pine Island glaciers than those 
from the Dotson-Getz region (Figure 4.1). Wei et al. (2020) posit that subglacial meltwater 
drainage enhances ocean-driven basal melt at the Getz Ice Shelf, but the locations of highest 
predicted subglacial outflow in their study are further west than the cores from which porewater 
was taken (KC06, KC22, and KC29). Persistent, and episodically high-magnitude, subglacial 
discharge from Thwaites and Pine Island glaciers is inferred from physical and geochemical 
properties of marine sediments collected offshore (e.g., Witus et al., 2014) which occur in 
laminated and bioturbated facies (Sl and Sb, respectively, Lepp et al., 2022; Clark et al., 2023). 
However, mean porewater δ18O within these facies are between -0.49 ‰ and -0.85 ‰, which is 
inconsistent with a pure glacial source (cf. Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008) and is compositionally 
more similar to modified circumpolar deep water (mCDW) in the Amundsen Sea (0.05 ‰, 
Biddle et al., 2019). Buoyant plumes of subglacial meltwater and sediments can travel several to 
over tens of kilometers from the grounding line (e.g., Dowdeswell et al., 2015; Lepp et al., 2022; 
Gwyther et al., 2023), and the isotopic data from porewater suggest that, above these core sites, 
plumes were traveling at sufficiently shallow water depths to leave only a minor meltwater signal 
at the sediment-water interface.  

Meteoric 10Be concentrations in all samples are on the order of 107 to 109 atoms g-1 

(Table 4.3), which is consistent with Pliocene sediments from Wilkes Land (Valletta et al., 
2018), glaciomarine sediments from Prydz Bay (White et al., 2019), and, interestingly, 
glaciolacustrine sediments from lakes Maruwan Oike and Skallen, East Antarctica (Spronson et 
al., 2021). Ratios of 10Be/9Be within facies Sl and Sb are elevated compared to other facies in all 
cores except for NBP19-02 KC15, which shows a fairly consistent beryllium isotopic signature 
and a discrete elevated ratio in facies Sb at 181 cm core depth (Figure 4.3). We see that the 
elevated beryllium ratios, interpreted as marking periods of enhanced subglacial meltwater 
drainage, do not show a consistent pattern of aligning with isotopically-depleted porewater 
samples. It appears, therefore, that beryllium isotopes of meltwater plume deposits are more 
suitable for reconstructing meltwater processes and depositional settings than are stable water 
isotopes of porewater. Though, given the similarities to mCDW, the latter could be more 
appropriate for studying changes in bottom water chemistry and deep-water masses through 
time.  

The widest range of observed δ18O in porewater, including the most depleted outliers, 
were sampled from massive diamicton (facies Dm, Figure 4.5). In ice-proximal settings, massive 
or structureless diamicton is often interpreted as sediment deposition near the grounding zone 
through sediment gravity flows and/or basal ice meltout (e.g., Powell et al., 1996; Domack et al., 
1999; Hillenbrand et al., 2005; Prothro et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2019; Lepp et al., 2022; Clark et 
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al., 2023). Sediment gravity flows leading to such deposits may be triggered by point-source 
meltwater release (i.e., where a subglacial channel intersects the grounding line) that, if the ice-
margin position is stable, can produce meltwater fans over time (e.g., Dowdeswell et al., 2015; 
Simkins et al., 2017). The isotopic porewater signature indicates these waters are, at least in part, 
subglacial in origin, and their retention in facies Dm suggests these interstitialwaters were 
preserved due to rapid sediment mobilization and deposition near the point of water drainage at 
the grounding zone. Concentrations of 10Be in this facies are lower by at least an order of 
magnitude compared to finer-grained sediment facies, which may indicate that the source of the 
freshwater (i.e., meltwater plume) evacuated fine-grained sediments with higher meteoric 
beryllium concentrations and remobilized grounding-zone sediments with lower 10Be/9Be ratios 
(Figure 4.3). An alternate interpretation is that the Dm preserving relatively depleted porewaters 
are, in fact, “soft” subglacial till deposits, which are difficult to distinguish from ice-proximal 
diamicton due to similarities in shear strength and sedimentological characteristics (cf. 
Halberstadt et al., 2018). However, the measured δ18O are more enriched than has been estimated 
for meltwater drainage from Pine Island Glacier (-29 ‰, Hellmer et al., 1998), and deuterium 
excess within this facies is wide-ranging which likely reflects multiple water sources (Figure 
4.5B). Therefore, we favor the interpretation that the freshest porewaters in Dm reflect mixing 
between subglacial discharge and ambient ocean water near the grounding line.  
 
4.4 Conclusions and future work 
 

Isotope geochemistry of interstitial waters and sediments from the Amundsen Sea 
continental shelf record spatial and temporal variability in marine and glacial water sources and 
sedimentary processes. While stable water isotopes from meltwater plume deposits (facies Sl and 
Sb) indicate sediments settled from a plume at a water depth that was sufficiently shallow so as 
to minimally influence bottom water, ratios of 10Be/9Be are elevated in these sediments 
compared to those in diamicton facies (Dm and Ds), consistent with a subglacial source of 
meteoric beryllium to sediments (Figure 4.3). Grain size and sediment surface area may 
influence the concentration of meteoric beryllium (e.g., Wittmann et al., 2012), yet White et al. 
(2019) found no significant relationship between grain size and either 10Be/9Be ratios or 10Be 
measurements in similar glaciomarine sediments from Prydz Bay, East Antarctica. Based on 
isotopic porewater and sediment chemistry, we suggest that the deposition of facies Dm was, at 
least in part, initiated by evacuation of meltwater at the grounding line and that interstitial 
waters, some of which are more isotopically depleted than Antarctic snowfall (Figure 4.5A; 
Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008), reflect mixing of subglacial and ambient ocean waters. These 
findings support the application of beryllium isotopes to determine sediment source and 
depositional setting (i.e., sub-ice shelf sediments or subglacial sediments mobilized within 
meltwater plumes), and identify clay-rich, ice-proximal diamictons formed through meltout or 
gravity flows at or near the grounding line as the most likely glaciogenic sediment to retain 
evidence of subglacial discharge in pore spaces (cf. Chapter 2, Lepp et al., 2022). Future work 
will integrate oceanographic measurements and stable water isotopes from cores collected 
beneath grounded ice to elucidate details of mixing (e.g., using a mixing model) during 
subglacial drainage needed to produce the depleted porewater isotopes observed in facies Dm. 
Additionally, we suggest that oxygen and hydrogen isotopes from porewater may help 
distinguish soft, deformable tills from grounding-line or ice-proximal diamicton. Porewater 
sampling in future polar coring expeditions should therefore target diamict recovered from ice-
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proximal settings and landforms (e.g., grounding zone wedges, paleo-pinning points, meltwater 
fans) that are rich in clay.  
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Table 4.1. Geographic and bathymetric details for kasten cores (KC) used in this study. 
Multicore (MC), box core (BC) and CTD deployments with Niskin rosettes that collected bottom 
water samples, from which isotopes were used as reference, are denoted by an asterisk. IS = Ice 
Shelf. For more context on cores referenced in Lepp et al. (2022) cores, see Chapter 2 of this 
dissertation. 
 
 

 
Core ID 

 
Latitude 

° S 

 
Longitude 

° W 

 
Water Depth 

m 

 
Bathymetric setting 

 
Reference 

NBP19-02 KC04 74.94 106.87 469 Shallow basin on bathymetric high Lepp et al., 
2022 

NBP19-02 KC15 74.87 106.33 545 Shallow basin west of Thwaites 
Eastern IS 

Clark et al., 
2023 

NBP19-02 MC16* 74.87 106.33 549 Same site as NBP19-02 KC15  
This study 

NBP19-02 KC23 75.07 104.22 677 Thwaites Eastern IS corner Lepp et al., 
2022 

NBP19-02 CTD76* 75.07 104.22 668 Same site as NBP19-02 KC23 This study 

NBP20-02 KC20 74.97 100.60 686 Pine Island IS; lineated seafloor This study 

NBP20-02 KC26 75.02 100.75 805 Central Pine Island IS margin This study 

NBP20-02 BC27* 74.97 99.24 806 Same site as KC26 This study 

NBP20-02 KC33 74.63 106.17 397 Bathymetric high, Thwaites 
Eastern IS 

Lepp et al., 
2022 

NBP20-02 CTD27* 73.01 99.39 235 Same site as NBP120-02 KC33 This study 

NBP22-02 KC06 74.09 112.26 930 Dotson IS East This study 

NBP22-02 KC15 73.97 113.85 683 Martin Peninsula This study 

NBP22-02 MC16* 73.97 113.85 699 Same site as NBP22-02 KC15 This study 

NBP22-02 KC22 73.87 118.73 701 Getz B - West This study 

NBP22-02 KC29 74.12 115.19 808 Getz A This study 

NBP22-02 MC30* 74.12 115.19 807 Same site as NBP22-02 KC29 This study 
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Table 4.2. Range of diffusion coefficients for each sediment facies used in the porewater 
diffusion model. Mean porosity shows the average and standard error of mean porosity values 
for a given facies for all 10 sediment cores that sampled that facies. Note that only one core 
sampled stratified diamicton (NBP19-02 KC04) so this mean is reported with standard deviation.  
 
 

Facies Mean Porosity Diffusivity 
m2 yr -1 

Laminated silty clay - Sl 0.659 ± 0.020 2.508 ± 0.084 e-2 

Bioturbated silty clay - Sb 0.635 ± 0.058 2.428 ± 0.212 e-2 

Laminated sandy silt - Ssl 0.576 ± 0.046 2.213 ± 0.164 e-2 

Massive diamicton - Dm 0.380 ± 0.031 1.565 ± 0.087 e-2 

Stratified diamicton - Ds 0.498 ± 0.049 1.930 ± 0.002 e-2 
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Table 4.3. Meteoric 10Be and native 9Be 
beryllium concentrations in Amundsen Sea 
sediment samples. Refer to Table 4.1 for 
sample coordinates and water depths. Unc. = 
uncertainty.  
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Figure 4.1. Location of sediment cores from the Amundsen Sea sector of West Antarctica (A) 
for which porewater diffusion profiles are examined. (B) Sediment cores collected from ice-
marginal locations offshore the Dotson and Getz ice shelves. (C) Sediment cores from inner Pine 
Island Bay offshore of the Pine Island and Thwaites ice shelves. Small green circles denote 
locations where reference waters used in isotopic diffusion models were collected (Table 4.1). 
Grounding line data are from Milillo et al. (2019) and Rignot et al. (2011). BedMachine 
bathymetry is from Morlighem et al. (2020) and ice surface elevation is from the Reference 
Elevation Model of Antarctica (REMA; Howat et al., 2019).  
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Figure 4.2. Sampling image of sediment porewater extraction using a Rhizon filter. A minimum 
of 2 mL of water was collected from each interval for stable water isotope analysis.  
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Figure 4.3. Downcore porosity, facies assignments, 
10Be/9Be ratios, and both modeled (solid line) and 
measured (circle) concentrations of δ18O (‰) for 
select sediment cores. Plots are arranged from western 
(left) to eastern (left) core sites Sl: laminated silty 
clay; Sb: bioturbated silty clay; Ssl: laminated sandy 
silts; Dm: massive diamicton; Ds: stratified diamicton.   
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Figure 4.4. Spatial distribution of oxygen isotope ratio (A-B) and deuterium excess (C-D). 
Purple lines indicate linear regressions between each pair of variables with standard error bounds 
shaded in gray, and the coefficient of determination and p values for each pair are shown in the 
dark gray boxes. Cruise and core symbology is provided in (A). 
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Figure 4.5. Box and whisker plots showing the range for all measured (A) δ18O and (B) 
deuterium excess colored by facies. Dashed line represents the most enriched end-member for 
Antarctic snow from a database with isotopic measurements from over 1,100 locations (Masson-
Delmotte et al., 2008). Sl: laminated silty clay; Sb: bioturbated silty clay; Ssl: laminated sandy 
silts; Dm: massive diamicton; Ds: stratified diamicton.   
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Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks 
 
5.1 Dissertation summary  
 
 This dissertation presents novel findings from marine sediment archives that advance 
site-specific and process-based understanding of subglacial hydrology, sediment transport, and 
ice-marginal response to subglacial meltwater discharge through time and space. Our ability to 
connect details of subglacial plumbing systems to the sedimentary signatures they leave behind 
is necessary for a holistic understanding of glacial systems and the controls on their stability. 
Collectively, the studies comprising this dissertation expand the toolkit with which glaciomarine 
sediment records can be assessed and linked to subglacial hydrologic processes.  

In Chapter 2, sedimentological and geochemical measurements indicate that the 
vulnerable Thwaites Glacier has a spatially variable subglacial plumbing network upstream, and 
that this plumbing network has been a persistent delivery system of sediment into the eastern 
Amundsen Sea throughout the Holocene. The geographic distribution and stratigraphic character 
of meltwater plume deposits is consistent with predicted locations and relative, estimated fluxes 
of channelized drainage to the grounding line (Le Brocq et al., 2013; Hager et al., 2022). 
Furthermore, recent observations from the contemporary grounding zone of eastern Thwaites 
Glacier record a low-magnitude, pulsed outflow of meltwater into the ice-shelf cavity from a 
subglacial source (Davis et al., 2023); such a “leaky faucet” drainage style is recorded by 
meltwater endmember cores offshore eastern Thwaites, indicating that the observation from 
Davis et al. (2023) is likely representative of long-lived, steady-state conditions of subglacial 
hydrology that do not appear to be connected with Holocene ice-shelf disintegration. Conversely, 
drainage emerging beneath the Thwaites Glacier Tongue to the west is found to have been active 
prior to and following unpinning of the ice tongue from a bathymetric high between 2011 and 
2019. Furthermore, stratigraphic analysis suggests the relative magnitude of drainage events has 
increased in recent centuries compared to the past several millennia (Figures 2.6A, 2.8C). 
Combined with the presence of deep bathymetric troughs that actively route warm circumpolar 
deep water to the grounding zone, the sedimentary evidence presented in Chapter 2 strongly 
suggest that subglacial discharge has, and likely will continue to, enhanced localized melting of 
the grounding line and ice shelf base of Thwaites Glacier and must be accounted for in models 
considering ice-ocean feedback.   

The ubiquitous grain-size distribution of meltwater plume deposits sampled offshore of 
several Antarctic and Greenland glaciers suggests widespread subglacial sedimentary and/or 
hydrological processes, and Chapter 3 provides the first inter-system comparison with the aim of 
elucidating those processes. Grain shape and microtexture (considered together as grain 
micromorphology) are examined for their proven abilities to record details of sediment transport 
and grain-size production in myriad depositional environments (e.g., Oakey et al., 2005; 
Campaña et al., 2016; Crompton et al., 2019; van Hateren et al., 2020). Three-quarters of the 
nearly ten-thousand grains imaged for quantitative grain-shape analysis fall within one-quarter of 
possible grain shapes, providing support for efficient, widespread subglacial sediment transport 
at catchment scales (Figure 3.5). In the first microtexture analysis conducted on silt-sized quartz 
grains, both meltwater plume deposits and tills are found to exhibit mechanical textures 
indicative of glacial abrasion and sustained stress in comparable amounts, confirming that the 
grain-size production of the ubiquitous meltwater silt is a glacial, rather than a hydrological 
process. Alteration in grain shape between subglacial tills and meltwater plume deposits is the 
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most significant in glacial systems for which supraglacial melt is an important contribution to the 
subglacial hydrological budget, and for which high-magnitude drainage events are inferred from 
other marine geologic records. Chapter 3 establishes new linkages between grain-scale 
characteristics of sediments deposited by subglacial meltwater and past subglacial hydrological 
organization and conditions (Lepp et al., preprint). More broadly, these findings indicate that 
grain shape could be a useful metric with which to assess whether surface melting contributed 
substantially to the subglacial hydrological budget of Antarctic glaciers during past warm periods 
(e.g., Anderson et al., 2011; Passchier et al., 2011; Bart and DeSantis, 2012). Additionally, a 
micromorphological approach can support the quantification of differential impacts of shearing 
and stress on grain micromorphology in experimental settings (e.g., Hansen and Zoet, 2022; Zoet 
et al., 2023), which is useful in estimating subglacial sediment production and fluxes.  

Sediment porewater geochemistry in marine and glaciomarine sediments can retain ionic 
and isotopic evidence for sedimentary processes and climatic conditions of the past (Remenda et 
al., 1994; Adkins et al., 2002; Kuhn et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2020; Neuhaus et al., 2021; 
Herbert et al., 2023). Using a suite of ten glacimarine sediment cores from the eastern Amundsen 
Sea sector of West Antarctica, we consider whether stable oxygen and hydrogen isotopes of 
interstitial waters are an appropriate proxy to study subglacial meltwater drainage events since 
the LGM. Porewaters sampled from laminated and bioturbated silty clay, sedimentary facies 
reflective of suspension settling from subglacial meltwater plumes, are inconsistent with a fresh, 
glacial source, but elevated ratios of 10Be/9Be in these sediments compared to ice-proximal 
diamicton facies (Dm and Ds) are consistent with a subglacial source of meteoric beryllium to 
sediments (Figure 4.3). Conversely, the most isotopically-depleted porewaters are sampled from 
massive diamicton, implying that rapid sedimentation in grounding-line proximal sites can retain 
interstitial water with a composition of mixed marine and subglacial endmembers. These isotopic 
ratios are valuable data to inform mixing models needed to constrain likely fluxes of freshwater, 
and sediment, into ice-shelf cavities and beyond. This work assesses the suitability of different 
isotope proxies based on sediment properties and depositional environments, and suggests that 
stable water isotopes in porewater may be useful in separating ice-proximal diamicton from 
subglacial till, which is a longstanding challenge in glaciomarine sedimentology (cf. Halberstadt 
et al., 2018; Prothro et al., 2018).  

The works within this dissertation have implications for the interactions between 
subglacial drainage and melting within ice-shelf cavities, subglacial sediment transport 
processes, and realistic models of modern and paleo-subglacial hydrological organization and 
activity. Methods and findings presented here are relevant to a range of disciplines including 
paleoclimatology, contemporary glacial hydrology, glacial (marine) geology, and polar 
oceanography.  
 
5.2 Suggestions for future research directions 
 

Subglacial hydrology impacts ice sheet mass balance through modulating rates of ice 
discharge into the ocean, impacting stability of ice margins and floating ice shelves, and can 
have far-reaching impacts as buoyant meltwater plumes transport freshwater and nutrients into 
the ocean. We lack a comprehensive understanding of this vital component of glaciology, in 
particular its evolution on timescales exceeding satellite observations. It remains unclear how 
subglacial hydrology may (continue to) affect contemporary marine-terminating glaciers in a 
warming world, and the framework within which we consider subglacial hydrology beneath the 
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Antarctic Ice Sheet will need to shift dramatically should surface melting become a widespread 
and significant contributor to the subglacial hydrological budget. Research that elucidates glacial 
sensitivity and response to subglacial discharge over centuries to millennia is therefore necessary 
to provide critical context for ongoing changes of marine-terminating glaciers. 

While many settings on the Antarctic continental shelf remain under-surveyed and higher 
spatial resolution of sediment core sampling would be valuable, this dissertation demonstrates 
the utility of underused, emerging, and nondestructive methods that can be applied to gain new 
insights from legacy cores. For example, computed tomography (CT) scanning is increasingly 
used for sedimentary applications and supported by institutional partnerships between medical 
and earth science departments. In addition to the work presented in Chapter 2 (Lepp et al., 2022), 
CT imagery has contributed to reconstructing post-LGM meltwater drainage activity for glaciers 
in northern Greenland (Reilly et al., 2019; O’Regan et al., 2021; Davies et al., 2022; Jennings et 
al., 2022) and within the modern Mercer Subglacial Lake of Antarctica (Siegfried et al., 2023). 
Automated approaches for traditional sedimentological analyses, like counting of varves, 
laminae, and ice-rafted debris, are emerging using CT imagery (e.g., McDonald et al., 2022). 
Thus, stratigraphic details of glaciomarine sediments as revealed through CT or other density-
based imaging techniques have the potential to support, or challenge, existing interpretations of 
depositional environments and processes, including those related to subglacial meltwater 
discharge. 

The geometry and migration of plumes has important implications for the impacts of 
subglacial discharge on regional oceanographic circulation (i.e., within fjords, embayments, etc.) 
and sediment distribution. Recent modeling studies show great promise in reconstructing and 
projecting realistic plume trajectories that incorporate observed oceanographic, glaciologic, and 
atmospheric conditions (Gwyther et al., 2023), but very few have integrated the temporal 
perspective preserved by marine sediments (e.g., Dowdeswell et al., 2015). In Antarctica, a 
notable challenge of plume modeling remains the obscuration of plume initiation and dispersal 
by floating ice shelves and ice canopies. Interdisciplinary studies that integrate bathymetric and 
sedimentologic details of subglacial discharge with geochronology as available into existing 
modeling frameworks for plume migration (Mugford and Dowdeswell, 2011) can help reduce 
knowledge gaps and should be of a high scientific priority. Similarly, high-resolution 
observations of plume initiation and development, while limited, suggest that true plume 
dynamics are more complex than implied by buoyant plume theory (Jenkins, 2011; Jackson et 
al., 2017). Research focusing on data-model integration for subglacial water drainage and 
convective heat transfer within ice-shelf cavities will be incredibly valuable for predictive 
models of marine-terminating glaciers in the Antarctic where warm CDW is shown to reach 
grounding zones. Results from Chapter 4 demonstrate that stable water isotopes in clay-rich, ice-
proximal sediments can be appropriate tools to untangle details of paleo-drainage events using 
the sediment record. If coupled with numerical models, these data can inform estimates of 
subglacial discharge and refine quantified freshwater inputs to polar marine environments (e.g., 
Adusumilli et al., 2020).   

The stratigraphic sequence of subglacial till overlain by meltwater plume deposits and 
capped with biogenic-rich open marine sediments is described in sediment cores collected 
offshore several glacial systems in the Antarctic. The implication is that intensive subglacial 
drainage is a precursor to significant grounding-zone retreat events and, in contemporary 
systems, may be a ‘canary in the coal mine’ for impending glacial instability (e.g., Witus et al., 
2014). However, our findings from Chapter 2 present a more complex story, whereby the 
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Thwaites Eastern Ice Shelf and grounding zone migrated landward relatively gradually without 
ice-shelf collapse or major changes to the volume of subglacial drainage. While this gradual 
retreat may have been connected with rerouting of subglacial drainage pathways, marine 
sediments record a different story for the Thwaites Glacier Tongue and the grounding line of 
western Thwaites, demonstrating that multiple styles and magnitudes of subglacial drainage can 
co-exist within a single glacial catchment and, importantly, may be associated with distinct 
behaviors of ice flow. These new sedimentary archives provide context to existing evidence for 
varied and simultaneous styles of paleo-subglacial drainage that are preserved in the landform 
and bathymetric records (meltwater corridors, e.g., Simkins et al., 2021). Overall, these results 
imply we should exercise caution when widely prescribing subglacial conditions, including 
organization of subglacial plumbing and bed conditions, in glaciohydraulic models, but also 
strongly suggest the role of subglacial discharge be incorporated into models predicting 
grounding line and ice shelf behavior.  
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Appendix A2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A2.1. Histograms showing skewness and sorting (i.e., standard deviation) statistics for all 
grain size samples (n=196). Note range of axes differ between plots. The majority of samples are 
fine-skewed, while KC33 and KC67 distributions are closest to symmetrical (skewness=0). 
Cores KC33 and KC67 are the most well-sorted, with KC67 showing little variation in sorting 
downcore. Ice-shelf proximal cores KC04 and KC23 show the poorest sorting, consistent with 
diamicton and glacially-influenced deposits. 
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Figure A2.2. Distance of contemporary plume migration estimated by (A) drawing transects 
from most proximal, and most recent (as is available), grounding line position to each core site. 
(B) Projections of horizontal bathymetric profiles of transects. Grounding line position is on the 
left and core location on the right. Transects were mapped using the 3D Analyst toolbox in 
ArcGIS. Note the difference in axis values between transects. Grounding line data are from 
Rignot et al. (2011) and Milillo et al. (2019). Floating ice is from the Reference Elevation Map 
of Antarctica (REMA; Howat et al., 2019).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A2.3. Location of core sites 
georeferenced onto a map of Thwaites 
Glacier ice-shelf and ice-tongue 
extents in 1996 (yellow) and 2008 
(red). Adapted from MacGregor et al. 
(2012). 
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Appendix A4.  
 
Table A4.1. Instrumental operating parameters for inductively-coupled plasma mass 
spectrometry conducted at Stanford University. The instrument was operated in single quad 
mode with He as a reaction gas.  
 
 

  He gas mode 

Acquisition Parameters Scan Mode Single quad 

 Integration time per mass (s) 0.15 

Plasma RF power (W) 1550 

 Sampling depth (mm) 7.0 

 Nebulizer gas (L/min) 0.70 

Cell He gas flow rates (mL/min) 1.6 

 KED (V) 3.0 
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Figure A4.1. Downcore porosity, facies 
assignments, and modeled (solid line) and 
measured (circle) δ18O concentrations for sediment 
cores without beryllium measurements. Plots are 
arranged from western (left) to eastern (right) core 
sites. Sl: laminated silty clay; Sb: bioturbated silty 
clay; Ssl: laminated sandy silts; Dm: massive 
diamicton; Ds: stratified diamicton.    
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Figure A4.2. Box and whisker plots 
showing the range of δD for porewater 
samples colored by facies. Dashed line 
represents the most enriched end-
member for Antarctic snow from a 
database with isotopic measurements 
from over 1,100 locations (Masson-
Delmotte et al., 2008). Sl: laminated 
silty clay; Sb: bioturbated silty clay; 
Ssl: laminated sandy silts; Dm: 
massive diamicton; Ds: stratified 
diamicton.    
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